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NWS expert
says to expect
cold weather,
no ice storm
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Although there appears to be a
rumor going around the area
that a popular publication is
predicting another bad ice storm
in 2010, the National Weather
Service says this scenano is
highly unlikely.
Even if the rumors of a prediction of an ice storm worse than
last year's were true. Jim
Packett, a meteorologist with
the National Vv'eather Service in
Paducah. said it wouldn't really
matter. While he said he hadn't
heard the rumors himself. he
said such predictions are largely
based on climatological comparisons and averages of past
years' temperatures.
"Outside of that. there's no
real science to it," he said.
Packett said no one could say
for certain that there wouldn't
be another ice storm, but NWS
computer models show that the
forecast for at least the next
seven to 20 days weren't favorable for such an occurrence. He
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MA looks to 2010 for expanded services
Hansen says organization wrapping
up second phase of scheduled work
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
he Murray Calloway
County Transit Authority
is moving forward with
plans to enhance and expand
existing services.
Bjarne Hansen. MCT'A executive director. said the organization is wrapping up the second
phase of work which includes
the new Racer Routes across
town. The phase has been funded through stimulus funds, he
said.
"We•ve added 10 new buses
for the Racer Routes system

T

Flialsen said the room will be replacing
available to anyone needing a some
buses
meeting space. Tentatively the that are curroom can be booked at no rently ir. servcharge to non-profit organiza- ice and a numthat are already in service, tions and at a nominal fee for ber of conalong with the new trolley," other groups.
staucnon projHansen said. "We'll be doing
In preparation tor tne possible ects.
additional landscaping around construction of bus shelters
A
40x60
the MCTA campus and adding around the city, phase two will maintenance
sidewalks, fences and signs."
also include a bus shelter on the building is slatThe phase also includes struc- MCTA campus.
ed to be built
tural updates that come in the
Hansen said he expects phase on
MCTA
form of a community room and two to be complete by March property that will
assist in genclock tower. The tower will be 31, 2010, at which time he will eral maintenance
of the grounds
located on the circle drive in begin focusing on phase three.
and fleet.
front of the MCTA facility and
Phase three will be paid for by
"It will add to what we can do
be 40 feet tall.
a $1.496 million discretionary equipment-wise and have covThe community room will be grant
received
aar
from ered paricing for crAir
inside the MCTA building and Congressman Ed Whitfield and vehicles," Hansen said.
include a projector, tables, United States Sen. Mitch
Based on feedback, bus shelchairs and a small kitchen. McConnell. It will include ters will be built around
town,

modeled atter the one to be constructed in phase two. Hansen
said he hopes to make the shelters unique alld is loolung
solar power for each shelter.
MCTA staff will aiso look at reworking some of the existing
route schedules to maximize
efficiency.
Hansen said he hopes phase
three will be complete by the
end of 2010. Fast that. he outlined one major long-term goal:
Enhance.
"I want to look at enhancement-type projects. what we
can do to enhance our existing
services and not necessarily
expaand," he said. "Our fide:I-ship has increased every month
and we're excited about that
and the coming year."

Ky. budget
shortfall
could exceed
$1.5 billion

IN See Page 2A
WEATHER

By ROWER ALFORD
Assnciated Press Writer
RANKFORT,Ky.(AP)--a
Kentucky could be faciiig
a budget shortfall of:nom
than $1.5 billion over the next
two years because of the economic recession, Gov. Steve
Beshear said Tuesday.
"We face a challenge much
greater than many had anticipated." Beshear said at a Capitol
news conference. "Obviously,
this is going to require. more
than ever before. a cooperative,
bipartisan
working relationship
between the
legislature and
the governor's
office if we
are going to
continue
to
move
this
state
forBei:hear
ward."
The Democratic governor didn't rule out the possibility of
furloughs or layoffs among the
state's nearly 34.000 employees.
Senate
President
David
Williams said he believes personnel cuts will be necessary to
deal with the shortfall. though
he differed with the governor on
the amount of the budget gap.
Williams said he considers the
shortfall. which he estimated at
$900 million,"manageable" and
vowed to work with the governor to resolve it
"We will consider any measure the governor bnngs forth in
good faith," WIlliams said.
Beshear said he would do "all
that is humanly possible" to
spare education from sharp cuts
at a time when nsing Medicaid
costs and debt payments for
construction projects are eating
away at state revenues.
Surrounded by spending
charts. Beshear said he is open
to all suggestions for generating
more revenue except one. He
said he is opposed to any type of
broad taa increases.
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Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Wednesday...Cloudy A slight
chance of snow in the morning..
Then a chance of rain or snow in
the afternoon Highs in the lower
40s South winds 5 to 10 mph.
Chance of precipitation 40 percent
Wednesday night...Cloudy
with a 50 percent chance of rain
or snow Lows in the lower 30s
Thursday...Mostly cloudy. A
chance of rain or snow in the
morning .Then a chance of
snow in the afternoon Highs in
the lower 40s Chance of precipitation 40 percent.
Thursday
night . Mostly
cloudy A 20 percent chance of
snow in the evening Lows in the
lower 20s.
New Year's day .Partly
sunny Highs in the upper 20s
Friday night Partly dataly
Lows around 17
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Morning Fire
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A trailer loaded with hay caught fire while traveling west on KY 80 this morning
near the intersection of Brion Road.
Members of Calloway County Fire Rescue responded and worked to contain the
blaze while deputies with the Calloway
County Sheriff shut down a portion of the road. At press time, the closure
was expected to only last an hour.

Deadline drawing near: No new candidates
file this week to run for local elected offices
By TOM BERRY
ter to run for any particular Attonyey David Harrington
Staff Writer
party or to switch party affilia- and
Property
Valuation
With a deadline now less tion to vote in the May 18th Ad ministra tor
Ronnie
than a month away, no new Primary• Election.
Jackson, all Democrats.
candidates filed this week to
Candidates that have filed to
Sheriff Bill Marcum will
run for a wide-open field of run and arc running unopposed face off
against at least one
city, county. state and federal include House First District challenger
in
the
May
offices coming up in 2010.
Rep. Ed Whitfield, R- Democratic Primary; Howard
So far the list of incumbents Hopkinsville, state Fifth Duncan, an
Iraq War veteran
seeking re-election is much District Rep. Melvin Henley, and county businessm
an.
longer that the list of chal- D-Murray, County JudgeIn a race for other county
lengers. but that could change Executive
Larry
Elkins, offices, Coroner Rick Flarris,
by 4 p.m. on Tuesday Jan. 26; Magistrates Eddie Clyde Hale, who is seeking
his first elected
the
filing
deadline. Connie Morgan and Johnny term, will face a challenge
Meanwhile, today is the last Gingles, Calloway County from Judy
Ratliff for the job.
day for those wanting to regis- Clerk Ray Courscy Jr., County Robert Mathis
has filed to run
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for county constable.
Third District Magistrate
Bobby
Stubblefield,
a
Democrat, has been challenged by former Calloway
County Republican Party
Chairman Vernon Anderson. If
both candidates are successfui
in the May Primary, they will
square off in the November
General Election set for
Tuesday, November 2, 2010.
In Murray city races,
Councilmen F T. "Butch"
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NWS expert
says to expect
cold weather,
no ice storm
Ity HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Witter
Although there appears to be a
rumor going around the area
that a popular publication is
predicting another bad ice storrn
in 2010, the National Weather
Service says this scenano is
highly unlikely.
Even if the rumors of a prediction of an ice storrn worse than
last year's were true, Jim
Packett, a meteorologist with
the National Weather Service in
Paducah, said it wouldn't really
matter. While he said he hadn't
he.ard Lhe rumors "—self, he
said such predictions are largely
based on climatological compansons and averages of past
years' temperatures.
"Outside of that, there's no
real science to ii" he said.
Packett said no one could say
for certain that there wouldn't
be another ice storm, but NWS
computer models shew that the
forecast for at least the next
seven to 20 days weren't favorable for such an occurrence. He
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MA looks to 2010 for expanded services
Hansen says organization wrapping
up second phase of scheduled work
By KYSER LOUGH
Staft Writer
he Murray Calloway
County Transit Authority
is moving forward with
plans to enhance and expand
existing services.
Bjame Hansen, MCTA executive director, said the organization is wrapping up the second
phase of work which includes
the new Racer Routes acmss
tow The phase has been funded through stimulus funds. he
said.
"We've added 10 new buses
for the Racer Routes system

T

that are already. in service,
along with the new trolley,"
Hansen said. "We'll be doing
additional landscaping around
the MCTA campus and adding
sidewalks, fences and signs."
The phase also includes structural updates that come in the
form of a community room and
clock tower. The tower will be
located on the circle drive in
front of the MCTA facility and
be 40 feet tall.
The conunuruty room win h•_.
inside the MCTA building and
include a projector, tables.
chairs and a small kitchen.

Hansen said the room will toe
available to anyone needing a
meeting space Tentatively the
room can be booked at no
charge to non-profit organizations and at a nominal fee for
other groups.
ht preparation for the possible
construction of bus shelters
around the city, phase two vrtil
also include a bus shelter on the
MCTA campus.
Hansen said he expects phase
two to be complete by March
31, 2010. at which time he will
begin focusing on phase three.
Phase three will be paid for by
a $1.496 million discretionary
grant
receive:1
from
Congressman Ed Whitfield and
United States Sen
Mitch
McConnell. It will include

replacing
some
bums
that are curmolly in service and a number of construction projects.
A
40x60
maintenance
building is slat- Maumee
ed to be built
on
MCTA
property that will assist in general maintenance of the grounds
and fleet.
"It will add to what we can do
equipment-wise and have coveted ',diking fur SUMP of OW'
vehicles," Hansen said.
Based on feedback. bus shelters will be built around town,

for county constable.
Third District Magistrate
Bobby
Stubblefield,
a
Democrat, has been challenged by former Calloway
County Republican Party
Chairman Vernon Anderson. If
both candidates are successful
in the May Primary, they will
square off in the November
General Election set for
Tuesday, November 2, 2010.
In Murray city races.
Councilmen F.T. "Butch"

By RODER ALFORD
Associated Press Wrtter
ape R ANKFORT, Ky. AP)—e
▪
Kentucka corriel
fwiag
a budget shortfall of more
than $1.5 billion over the next
two years hecauce of the econ mic recession, Gov. Steve
Beshear said Tuesday.
"We face a challenge much
greater than many had anticipated," Beshear said at a Capitol
news conference. "Obviously,
this is going to require, more
than ever before. a cooperative,
bipartisan
working relationshi p
between the
legislature and
the govemor's
office if we
are going to
continue
to
move
thi s
state
for- Beshear
ward."
The Democratic govemor didn't rule out the possibility of
furloughs or layoffs among the
state's nearly 34,000 employees.
Senate
President
David
Williams said he believes personnel cuts will be necessary to
deal with the shortfall, though
he differed with the governor on
the amount of the budget gap.
Williams said he considers the
shortfall. which he estimated al
S900 million,"manageable" and
vowed to work with the governor to resolve it.
"We will consider any measure the governor brings forth in
good faith." VVilliams said.
Beshear said he would do "all
that is humanly possible" to
spare education from sharp cuts
at a time when nsing Medicaid
costs and debt payments for
constniction pmjects are eating
away at state revenues.
Surrounded by spending
charts, Beshear said he is open
to all suggestions for generating
more revenue except one. He
said he is opposed to any type of
broad tax increases.
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BaNv Forecast
By Pis Associsisti Press
Wednesday...Cloudy. A slight
chance of snow in the morning_
Then a chance of rain or snow in
the afternoon. Highs in the tower
40s. South winds 5 to 10 mph.
Chance of precipitation 40 percent.
Wednesday night...Cloudy
with a 50 percent chance of rain
or snow. Lows in the lower 30s.
'Thursday...Mostly cloudy. A
chance ca rain or snow in the
morning...Then a chance of
snow in the afternoon. Highs in
the lower 40s Chance of precipitation 40 percent.
Thursday
night...Mostly
cloudy A 20 percent chance of
snow in the evening. Lows in the
lower 20s
New Year's day ..Partly
sunny. Highs in the upper 20s.
Friday night .Partly cloudy.
Lows arcund 17
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modeled after the one to be constructed in phase two. Hansen
said tie hopes to make the shelters unique arid is looking into
solar power for each shelter.
MCTA staff will also look at reworking some uf the existing
route schedules to maximize
efficiency.
Hansen said he hopes phase
three will
complete by the
end of 2010. Past that, he outlined one major long-term goal:
Enhance.
"I want to look at enhancement-type projects. what we
can do to enhance our existing
services and not necessarily
expand," he said. "Our ndership has increased every month
and we're excited about that
and the coming year."

Ky. bud.get
shortfall
could exceed
$1.5 billion

III See Page 2A
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Morning Fire

A trailer loaded with hay caught fire while traveling west on KY 80 this morning near the intersection of Brinn Road.
Members ot Calloway County Fire Rescue responded and worked to contain the blaze while deputies with the Calloway
County Sheriff shut down a portion of the road. At press time, the closure was expected to only last an hour.

Deadline drawing near: No new candidates
file this week to run for local elected offices
Ely TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
With a deadline now less
than a month away, no new
candidates filed this week to
run for a wide-open field of
city, county. state and federal
offices coming up in 2010.
So far the list of incumbents
seeking re-election is much
longer that the list of challengers, but that could change
by 4 p.m. on Tuesday Jan. 26;
the
filing
deadline.
Meanwhile, today is the last
day for those wanting to regis-

ter to run for any particular
party or to switch party affiliation to vote in the May 18th
Pnmary Election.
Candidates that have filed to
run and are running unopposed
include House First District
Rep. Ed
Whitfield, RHopkinsville, state
Fifth
District Rep. Melvin Henley.
D-Murray. County JudgeExecutive
Larry
Elkins,
Magistrates Eddie Clyde Hale.
Connie Morgan and Johnny
Gingles, Calloway Counts
Clerk Ray Coursey Jr., County

Reedy to Ring in 2010?
Let Us Help
With Our
Gourmet
Deli Trays!
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Attorney David Harrington
Property
and
Valuation
Administrator
Ronnie
Jackson, all Democrats
Sheriff Bill Marcum will
face off against at least one
challenger in
the
May
DeITIOCIVIC PriMary; HOWard
Duncan. an Iraq War veteran
and county businessman.
ln a race for other county
offices, Coroner Rick Harris,
who is seeking his first elected
term, will face a challenge
from Judy Ratliff for the Job.
Robert Mathis has filed to run
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•NWS expert ...
From Front
said there was a chance for light
snow and maybe sonic rain
Wednesday and Thursday.
although he doubted there
would he much accumulation.
Packett said an arctic front
would likely come Kentucky's
way this week. bringing temperatures to the lott teens by the
weekend. He said it will most
likely get cold and stay. cold for
a while and that there is also a
small chance of snow for
Sunday.. No freezing rain is
forecasted for the near future. he
said.
While no meteorologist can
infallibly predict what will or
won't happen in a given sear.

Packet' said people can take solace in the fact that the specific
conditions that made it possible
for the 2009 ice storrn to have
such a far-reaching impact are
practically a once-in-a-liftime
occurence. Everything from the
temperature to the precipitation
pattems had to come together
just so for the stomi to hit the
way it did. he said.
"Freezing rain like that is
more difficult than most people
Packett said. "It's
extremely rare for or so many
parameters to come together at
one place and time. That's not to
say we won't have an ice storm
(this year), but last year's was
once in hundred year odds."

II Budget shortfall...
From Front
-1 think it would be counterproductive nght now to have a
broad-based tax increase," he
said. "I think it would tend to
push us farther into this recession than to help us come out of
this recession."
Williams, the Burke dle
Republican who heads the
Republican majonty in the
Senate. agreed that tax increases
are not an option.
Some legislative leaders have
touted a vanety ot ways to generate more revenue, including a
proposal to open the state to
more gambling by legalizing
slots at horse tracks. Revenue
eenerated by taxing slots has

:
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Dr. Susan Henley
The Physicians and Staff of Primary Care Medical Center would like to welcome
Dr. Susan Neffley and her family to Murray and to the practice Susan is a Family

Kentucky

News in Brief

been estimated at $200 million
to S350 million a yeiu — not
nearly enough
restate thc
budget cnsi N
Man who killed officer released from prison
While Besheat
Tue.d.iy
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) — A man found guilty but inentally ill
that slots remains Oile opt:on
a dozen years ago in the death of a Kentucky Alcohol Beverage
that could be considered.
Control officer has been released from pnson.
Williams said he doesn't think
WAVE-TV in Louisville reports that Titnothy Doyle served less
lawmakers would approve the
than 12 years for the death of 27-year-old Brandon Thacker of
proposal
Louisville. He WAS released Monday'.
Beshear said he also remains
Someone found guilty but mentally ill in Kentucky must serve
hopeful that Congress might
their sentence but is not required to get more treatment upon
provide some additional ecorelease.
nomic stimulus funding so that
Doyle's release has Brandon Thacker's widow, Jennifer, looking
it won't be necessary to make
to have the state's law changed. Jennifer Thacker heads the nationmassive cuts to government
al group Concerns of Police Survivors. She's researching
services.
Kentucky's law and the laws in other states as part of that effort.
The shortfalls have fueled discussions among legislative leadCold case arrest could solve 18-year-old murder
ers about tax reforms. The govLOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A decade-old Lousiville murder
ernor said he would oppose any
case might have been solved with the arrest of a man in Carroll
such reforrns that would result
County.
in broad tax increases.
Louisville Metro Police said David Hawkins had long been a
A panel of Kentucky econosuspect in the Apnl 1991 death of Karen Goodman. who was
mists predicted earlier this
found dead in her bed.
month that the state will have to
The Courier-Journal of Louisville reported the city- homicide unit
found additional witnesses who provided new information about
deal with an additional $100
Goodman's killing.
million budget shortfall in the
The 46-year-old Hawkins is in jail in Carroll County, where fic
current fiscal year. That's in
was arrested Dec. 26 on a domestic violence charge.
addition to some S8(X) million in
The newspaper reported Hawkins' arraignment on a murder
cuts that have already been
charge in Jefferson County is scheduled for Jan. 12.
made to the current budget.
The governor called on
Paul to officially file papenvork for Senate run
Democratic and Republican
FRANKFORT, Ky..(AP) — Bowling Green eye surgeon Rand
lawmakeis to put political difPaul is expected to file the necessary paperwork to officially enter
ferences aside to find solutions
the Republican primary race in hopes of winning the U.S. Senate
to the financial problems.
seat now held by Jim Bunning.
"It's imperative that we begin
Campaign Manager David Adams said Paul, accompanied by a
to work together on the unprecelarge contingent of supporters, will submit his candidacy papers to
dented challenge of balancing
the secretary' of state's office on Wednesday afternoon.
the. htaiget," cleshear taid.
Paul is the son ot Republican U.S. Rep. Ron Paul of Texas who
ran unsuccessfully last year for the GOP presidential nominatio
n. The younger Paul has raised some 51.7 million for his Senate
run...
Electrical short circuit

could be cause of fire
GRAND RIVERS, Ky.(AP)
- State fire officials believe a
marina fire on Lake Barkley
might have started in a floating
repair shop.
The blaze on Saturday at
Green Turtle Bay near Grand
Rivers destroyed 10 rental
houseboats and damaged a section of dock. There were no
injuries.
The Paducah Sun quoted
state fire marshal spokesman
Dick Brown, who said final
lindings could be available
Wednesday.
Gregg Kenney, who is a
partner
in
Marinas
International of Dallas. said
investigators told him a short
circuit in the repair shop could
have ignited the blaze.
Kenney's company rents the
dock from Green Turtle Bay.

Practitioner ond will begin seeing patients in our office at the corner of 12th
Street and
Glendale Road on January 4, 2010,

Town Crier
NOTICE
• Judge-Executiye Larry
Elkins' office has announced
that county offices will be
closed all day on Thursday.
Dec. 31, and on Friday, jan.
1. 2010, for the New Year's
holidays.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

Dr. Heffiey is a graduate of the University
of Evansville and the University of Loui:ville
School of Medicine She completed her
residency in Family Medicine and Geriatrii:
Care at the University of Louisville
Please help us in welcoming Susan, her

4"""Nlo

husband Joe, and their daughter, Rachel to

Partriers sue former Ky. Speedway owner

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A loaner minority owner of
Kentucky Speedway is suing the racetrack's one-time majority
owner, seeking to have a judge declare he can't drop an antitrust
suit in a move that wouid keep the litigation alive.
A grout:: four trusts operated by Duchossois Group
Chairman '
Richard Duchossois of Illinois filed suit Tuesday against speedway founder Jerry Carroll, saying Carroll doesn't have the
legal
right to stop an appeal of the suit against NASCAR.
The lawsuit against Carroll. filed in federal court in Covington
,
comes a day after Duchossois a.sked the U.S. 6th Circuit Court
of
Appeals to reconsider it's rejection of the antitrust litigation..The
appellate court earlier this month threw out the lawsuit.
Brian Goldwasser of Cincinnati. the attorney for the trusts, did :•
not retum a message seeking comment.
'The tangled litigation traces back to 2005, when Carroll and the
minonty owners sued NASCAR and International Speedway
Corp., claiming the two companies conspired to monopolize
Sprint Cup races and cut the 1.5-mile oval at the Sparta-based
Kentucky Speedway out of the loop.

Northern Ky. man sentenced in pastor death

COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A northern Kentucky judge ha.s sentenced a man to 30 years for the shooting death of a Cincinnati
pastor and wounding of a church deacon as they arnved for a
funeral last year.
Kenton County Circuit Judge Martin Sheehan ordered Frederick
Davis of Covington to serve 20 years for first-degree manslaughter and 10 years for first-degree attempted manslaughter. The 41year-old Davis will be eligible for parole in 19 years.
Davis was convicted in the death of Fairbanks, who was pastor
of New St. Paul Missionary Baptist Church in Cincinnati, anti
wounding of deacon Dowdell Cobb.
The Kentucky Enquirer reports the judge had a second jury. L:onsider whether the sentences should run concurrently, consecutively
or a combination of both. Sheehan said after reading an obscure
Kentucky Supreme Court opinion. he believed an error had been
made in not giving the first jury the option of a combination sentence.
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Former Kentucky lawmaker dies at 70
For
!Best
Results

Murray. Appointments can be made by
calling 270-759-9200.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Former state Rep. Denver Butler,
who spent nine terms in the House, has died at his home in
Louisville. He was 70.
Butler's son, Denver Butler Jr., said his father had been hospitalized for a few days before Christmas with complications of diabetes and lung problems. He said Butler died Tuesday aftemoon.
Butler, who would have turned 71 on Thursday, is survived by
seven children, seven grandchildren arid two great-grandchildren.
Arrangements were incomplete Tuesday night.
Butler, a Democrat, served in the legislature from 1989 until he
retired in 2006.
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Obama moves to
declassify federal
Cold-War era secrets
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invasion ot Alghenistan. the Ian
By ANNE FLAHERTY
NOMA
lele.13C
til
,t11,11131:
Associated Press Writer
of the Berlin Wall, diplomacy fCCOrak Of Ihell 1111111: III
the
WASHINGTON tAP) -- and espionage. A Soviet spy White Move
More than 400 million pages of ring in the Navy led by John
The government spent more
Cold War-era documents could
Walker headlined 1985, which than S8 21 billion last 'tear 10
bc declassified as the federal
became known as "The Year of create and safeguard cl
government
responds
to the Spy."
information. ;and S-11 million to
President Barack Obama's
On his first day in office, declassify it. according to the
order to rethink the way it pro- Obaina instructed
federal agen- Information Security Ov ersight
tects the nation's secrets.
cies to be more responsive to Office. which oversees the gin Among
the
changes requests for records under
the ernment's secunty classificaannounced Tuesday by Obama
Freedom of Information Act and tion. The figures don't include .
is a requirement that every
he overturned an order by Bush data from the principal intellirecord be released eventually
that would have enabled former gence agencies. which is classiand that federal agencies
presidents and vice presidents to fled.
sr.
review how and why they mark
documents classified or deny
s.
the release of historical records.
BROKEN WELCOME: Pieces of one of the signs greeting incominKYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Tunes A National Declassification
s
g motorists to Murray lies
Center at the National Archives
broken near Highway 94 west of town. The Murray
Police Department believes the damage
will be established to assist
might have been caused by wind.
them and help clear a backlog
of the Cold War records by
.r
Dec. 31. 2013.
Obama also reversed a deci
sion by President George Nk
Bush that had allowed the intelligence community to block the
release of a specific document,
HONOLULU
even if an interagency panel
(AP)
—
Obama's criticism came as
The New York Times reported
President Barack Obama is senior U.S. officials told The
decided the information wouldin W'ednesday's editions that the
demanding answers on why Associated Press that intellin't harm national security.
government had intelligence
information was never pieced gence authorities now are lookAdvocates for a more open
from Yemen before Christmas
together by the U.S. intelligence ing at conversations between the
government arc cautiously
that leaders of a branch of alcheering the move.
community to trigger red flags suspect in the failed attack and
Qaida there were talking about
-Everything will depend on
about an alleged terrorist and at least one al-Qaida member.
"a Nigerian" being prepared for
implementation," said Steven
possibly prevent his botched The officials, who spoke on
a terrorist attack. The newspaper
Aftergood, director of the
Christmas Day attempt to blow condition of anonymity to dissaid the information did not
Project
on
up a Detroit-bound airliner.
Government
cuss intelligence matters, said include the name of the
Secrecy at the Federation of
Administration officials are the conversations were vague or
Nigerian.
American Scientists. But the
poring over reams of data, look- coded, but the intelligence comObama's homeland security
order "has tremendous potening for failings that allowed munity belieVes that. in hindand counterterrorism adviser,
tial to reduce the level of secreUmar Farouk Abdulmutallab, a sight, the communications may
John Brennan, is due to present
'Not gOod with arty other otter thru V11/10
cy throughout the govern23-year-old Nigerian with sus- have been referring to the
the president with an early
•
ment."
pected ties to al-Qaida, to board Detroit attack. One official
said report by Thursday, based on
In a memo to agency heads,
804 CHESTNUT STREET • MURRAY • 753-6656
the Northwest Airlines flight a link between the suspect's
recommendations and sumObama said he expects that the
from Nigeria by way of planning and al-Qaida's
292 US HWY 68 • DRAFFENVIU.E • 270-527-2727
goals maries from across the govemorder will produce "measurable
Amsterdam.
was becoming clearer.
ment.
progress" toward greater openness in government while also
protecting the nation's most
important secrets.
"I will closely monitor the
From Front
Also, District Court Judge
is set by the state Board of resits,"
he promised.
Randy Hutchens has filed to run Elections
for
Thursday
,
Seaxgent, Greg Anderson and
The still-classified Cold War
for another term. So far he is December
31;
however
Bill Wells have filed to ,run for
records would provide a wealth
unchallenged.
Coursey's office and all other
mayor of Murray. With more
of data on U.S.-Soviet relaRepublicans and Democrats county
offices will be closed, so
than two candidates running for intending
tions. including the Soviet
to run for office must today.
Wednesday, Dec. 30 is
mayor, there will be a primary in file
by 4 p.m. on Jan. 26, 2010.
the last day to do so in the
May. Only two may face off in Candidat
es for open Murray
clerk's
office.
November.
Independent and Calloway
Voters may mail a completed
So far only two candidates, County school
boards seats will
current
Murray
City have until August. To run in a change of party card and it will
NO CREW CHECKS • NO CREDIT NEECED • EVERYONE'S PRE-AP
PROVED
Councilmen Jeremy Bell and primary for a particular
political be accepted if postmarked no
John "Melvin" Bowers, are run- party, candidates must
register later than December 3Ist, 2009,
ning for one of 12 Murray City as a member of
the party by according to Coursey. Kentucky
Council seats in a non-partisan. Dec. 31. 2009.
is a closed-party state and only
citywide election. There must be
Calloway County Clerk Ray members of a particular party
24 or more candidates seeking a Coursey Jr. is urging
GUARA
NTEED-LOW
everyone may vote in that party's Primary
Berl-Any rt.nwootto:141•;•etrtorlfno/ or Cove You Ittle C.611.
council seat before the ticket that wants to sign on to run
as a Election. according to Coursey.
will appear on the May 2010 candidate or switch political Anyone with questions
concernprimary ballot. Otherwise the at- parties to vote in the 2010 elec- ing running
for office or party
large election will take place in tions to do so a_s soon as possi- registrati
on are asked to call the
November.
ble. The deadline for switching clerk's office at 270-753-3923.

Intel officials prepare initial review on what
went wrong in botched airliner terror attack
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ARE YOU DISGUSTED WITH THE DIRECTION OF
YOUR PARTY AND GOVERNMENT?

enver Butler,
home in

Would you like Conservative Values and Common Sense Back?
Many Calloway residents have switched their party registration becaus
e of
the senseless liberal actions of those in
Washington and Frankfort.
To vote in the next election as a Republican you must
Re-register by December 31, 2009.
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I was tempted to try my to the attic
hand at a poem. perhaps "The for
yet
Day After Christmas," along another year.
the lines of "The Night Before
In some
Christmas," but I decided that ways the day
I couldn't pull it off.
after ChristI love to quote poetry, but mis is a lazy
I must leave the wnting of day, devoted
poetry itself to more talented to reading a
writers such as Ann Neelon prized book,
and Constance Alexander, the or listening
real poets of our community. to
Home and
new
Away
Lacking such talents of music, cherpoesy, I will have to be con- ished ChristBy James
Duane Bolin
tent to descnbe in simple terms mas gifts.
the day after Chnstmas in the
B "u t Ledger & Times
Columnist
Bolin household. I know that already we
many of my fnends work right are anticipatthrough Chnstmas, maybe with ing with a little dread, the
first
one day of respite for the day day of school.
itself. Then, it's back to work,
Many of my friends and
the day after Christmas.
family go back to work literOn an academic calendar, ally on the 26th, but in a sense
however, my family has come I am back at work too, a
shift
to appreciate, or at least suc- in thinking and attitude
from
cumb to, the rhythms of the leisure to studies.
academic year: the mad rush
Now I am already doing
of the beginning of each term, research and writing, preparthe flurry of testing and grad- ing for a research tnp to Oxford.
ing at midterm. the dog days
In England I will be conof the semester before the teas- ducting research on the
early
ing break for Thanksaiving in Baptist leader Thomas Heiwys.
the Fall and a week-long inter- Back at home I am trying
to
val in the Spring.
put the finishing touches on a
And then another mad dash biography of Adolph Rupp. a
to the end, to finals week. with long overdue book that will
more testing and marking and be published by the Universicalculating of grades. the ty Press of Kentucky in the
accounting for an entire tenn spnng of 2011. Already it is
of teaching and learning.
back to work.
Only on the Monday after
I suppose this is as it should
finals week can we turn our be. After all, we are told that
full attention to Advent (for the shepherds, after seeing the
the Christian), and to final Christ child, went back to the
touches of decoration and shop- fields. As St. Luke puts it,
ping and preparation for the flur- "The shepherds returned. glory of gatherings of family and rifying and praising God for
friends and to church Christ- all the things they had heard
mas programs, perhaps a Christ- and seen, which were just as
mas Eve service, all leading they' had been told." (Luke 21
up to the day itself, at home 20)
with Cammie Jo and Wesley
The shepherds went back to
and Evelyn, or sometimes a work, -watching over their
drive to another family get- flocks by night." There was
together, and then back home now a difference, however.
stuffed and cozy' around a fam- They had visited the manger.
ily room fire to savor memo- and now after that expenence,
nes, to read and reflect on the they went back to their work.
Chnstmas season we have just to fulfill their "calling" with a
enjoyed.
new understanding, in a difThen, the day after. and ferent light.
already we are thinking of
Duane Bolin teaches in rite
organization, of cleaning up Department of History at Murthe last scraps of wrapping ray State University. He may
paper, of how long to leave be
reached
at
up the tree and the other dec- duane.bolin@murraystatesedu.
orations, when to box everything up to haul up the stairs
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Wishing you a Happy New Year in 2010
As the days between Chnstmas anti New Year's fly by
It's time to let go of the
past. Say g(xxibye
To oh-nine and its scandals
and failures galore:
Bid adieu and farewell, adios.
say no more.
There were ice storms and
windstorms at home in Kentucky.
If you still have a job any job - you are lucky.
Things could be worse:
You could he laid off
Or have been an investor
with Bernie Madoff.
That's just one of the names
in the headlines this year

Evoking loud groans and
malevolent jeers.
Remember Blagojevitch and
Tom DeLay,
Balloon Boy, the Gosselin's?
They're has-beens, cliches.
Ln't forget the Solahi's who
crashed a big fete.
Unbeknownst to The White
House. they got through the
gate
And mugged for the camera,
The blond bold as brass,
,She wanted to prove to the
world she had class.
There are millions of others who play the same game
And seize fifteen minutes

of fatuous
fame.
They'll
show every
wart
and
expose their
worst flaws
As long
as they garner a wisp
of applause

That blurs the distinction
'twixt beggars and choosers.
But enough is enough of nonsensical prattle,
Though some people thnve
on celebrity chattel.
There's glamour, pretension,
so what if it's fake?
A diet that's bonng is better with cake.

Main

Street
Why are
By Constance
they popuAlexander
lar? Why do
Ledger & Times
we care
Columnist
About
Kim
Kardashian's huge derriere?
It's lame like the Lamas,
A family of losers,

Now let us take pause as
the year fades away
To think bigger thoughts for
tomorrow, today.
May your New Year be prosperous,
Healthy and sweet.
And thank you for reading
the year's last Main Street.

The wealthiest fellow- I have ever met
By Tom Purcell
Cagle Newb Service
Ah, the new year is upon
us. The media has been featuring stones of nch, famous
people who died in 2009.
Let me share the story of
one of the wealthiest fellows
I ever met. His name was John
Swiatek. He died a week ago.
just shy of his 84th birthday.
John was born in 1925, the
only son in a family with six
daughters. His family lived in
a row house on Pittsburgh's
North Side.
He was barely 5 when the
Depression hit. His family struggled for years. He didn't know
the joy of indoor plumbing
until he was in his teens.
By financial measures, his
family was poor. but John didn't know it. They had a roof
over their heads. enough food
to eat -- they had laughter and
canng neighbors.
He graduated from high
school in 1942 at age 17 and
passed on a college basketball

scholarship to enlist in the Navy.
World War II was under
way. He was on a ship in the
South Pacific when a typhoon
hit. The ship sank in enemy
territory. John hid in a cave
and scavenged for food at night.
He survived the ordeal. One
day, while walking down the
streets of Iwo Jima, he bumped
into his brother-in- law, who
was also serving in the Navy.
They enjoyed a bnef reunion.
His brother-in-law was killed
the next day, when the Japanese sank the ship on which he
served.
John made it home. though.
He went on a blind date with
Anna Mae O'Toole. He was of
100-percent Polish heritage, she
of 100-percent Irish hentage.
It was a match made in
heaven: They would have four
children and 12 grandchildren.
John took work as a fireman. His first fire was in a
warehouse on Pittsburgh's South
Side. He and the veteran fireman who was training him

were fighting die blaze when
a high-voltage wire broke loose.
The wire whipped about violently. It just missed John but
hit the fireman next to him,
killing the other fireman instantly.
John worked as a fireman
the next 23 years. He always
had at least two jobs -- sometimes three.
He set aside every penny
to provide for his family -- he
sent his kids to private schools
and saved for their college educations. Material things never
impressed him. He had a modest home, a basic car. All he
cared about was his family.
John never became famous
or financially well-to-do. He
never got embroiled in salacious scandals that put his mug
all over the tube.
He was an honest man who
paid his bills on time.
He was a firm but loving
father, his oldest son said. and
his example had a powerful
impact on his children and

grandchildren.
He was a good neighbor.
He became the surrogate father
to a young man living next
door, whose father had been
taken early.
Our civilization was built
on the shoulders of such fellows -- men who toil, sacrifice and provide in silence.
John had no way of knowing it but the decisions he
made in his life would benefit total strangers.
His honesty and goodness
would take root in his children and his children's children -- character traits that are
benefiting my family now.
My sister married John's
youngest son, a good man like
his father.
As this year winds down
and the media dwell on the
nch and famous. I thought it
important to share the story of
a genuine American hero.
As I said. John Swiatek was
one of the wealthiest fellows
I ever met

Pick a word, not a resolution, for 2010

By Martha Randolph Carr
Cagle News Service
It's time for our third annual New Year's Day tradition
where wc all lei ourselves off
the hook with the whole resolution thing and pick a word
instead.
For those of you who are
just joining us. for the past
two years we have skipped making a list of resolutions because
really it's only a list of what
we don't like atvut ourselves.
That's a real downer and
has been proxen quite effectively' to be an unproductive
waste of time.
It's not like we don't know
what we•d like to change about
ourselves but perhaps focusing
on all of the things we haven't
gotten to is a little too overwhelming.

Instead. myself and the read- you share the information
with like balance meant asking
ers of Martha's Big Adventure friends and family.
tnyself ail the time what that
have been picking a word that's
However, in order to avoid means for me and being a lot
more like a theme and incor- having someone else frame
what more flexible with the answers.
porating the idea into our lives. the words means to you,
it might
The other by-product has
There doesn't have to be a lot be wise to let it settle in
for been that I've learned how to
of soul searching. This can be awhile. Often, especially
around trust myself more because havabout the word that comes to a new year. well-meaning loved
ing a theme removed the need
you in a moment.
ones shape their answers around to compete with myself or
oth!vly word "'or 2009 has been their own expectations and
ers in order to feel better and
'balance'.
fears.
replaced it with the theme that
Over the year I ended up
After two years of going life is a journey.
taking a look at all of the resolution-free and just choosThere are no destinations.
pieces in my life and reviewed ing a theme there are a couThat made it easier to live
whether or not there was some ple of things I've noticed that
one day at a time and be satkind of balance.
have been welcome by-prod- isfied with what I could
reaI have a tendency to lean ucts.
sonably do in a day. That's a
too far to one side or the other,
The first is that it's been great definition of a balanced
which can lead to a lot of dra- easier to incorporate changes life.
My word for 2010 is going
mas, big and small and eat up and feel successful because
to be Partnership.
a lot of time.
there's no end goal in mind.
I'll let you know what that
Now, it's time to pick a
Choosing a resolution like shapes up to be. Stay tuned.
new word for 2010. There are losing weight meant success
Happy New Year's everyone!
no rules about whether or not or failure. Choosing a word
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Obituaries
Mrs. Fern Nell Crooch Darnell
the funeral tor Mrs. Fern Nell Crouch Darnell will
be Thursday
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral HOMe
. Rev. Allan
Miller. Dr. Larry Salmon and Rev. Spencer Pate
will officiate.
Active pallbearers will be Mark Duncan, Greg McReynol
ds, Greg.
Jeremy, Shawn and Matt Daniell, Roger Gallimore. Eugene
Barnes,
Brad Cook and Scott Fulton. Honorary pallbearers will
be Regina
Duncan. Amy Carol McReynolds, Emily Miller. Eva
Darnell, Vona
:Gallimore, Rhonda Barnes, DeeDee Cook, Leah Fulton,
Dominique
Darnell and Misty Darnell. Bunal will follow
in the Salem
Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home
from 4 to 8 p.m.
today (Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude Children'
s
Research Hospital, P.O. Box 50, Memphis, T'N 38101-99
29.
Mrs. Darnell, 88. Darnell Road, Farmington. died
Tuesday. Dec.
29. 2009 at 12:10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. A
homemaker. she also had worked at several different
restaurants
around the Murray area. She was a member of Coldwate
r Baptist
Church. Wadesboro Hometnakers Club and of the Woodmen
of the
World.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Stanley Darnell;
two
sisters, Jean Crouch and Sue Haneline; three brothers,
Theron,
Ralph and Max Crouch; one grandson, Larry Darnell. Bom
Jan. 14,
1921, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late Robert
Dixon Crouch and Audie Miller Crouch.
Survivors include two daughters, Linda Duncan and
husband
Charles D., Farmington, arid Lagenia Miller and husband
Ken, Fort
Mills, South Carolina; four sons. Dan Darnell and
wife Judy,
Farrnington, Ralph Darnell and wife Judith, Farmington,
Philip
Damell and wife Betty, Murray, and Randy Darnell and
wife
Rhonda, Mayfield; 11 grandchildren, Mark Duncan and
wife
Regina, Amy Carol McReynolds and husband Greg; Allan
Miller
and wife Emily, Greg Daniell and wife Eva, Vona Gallimor
e and
husband Roger, Rhonda Barnes arid husband, Eugene .
DeeDee
Cook and husband Brad, Leah Fulton and husband Scott,
Jeremy
Damell and wife Dominique , Shawn Darnell and Matt Dkumell
and
wife Misty: 19 great-grandchildren.
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Bobby Gore
A graveside service for Bobby Gore will be Thursday at 11 a.m.
at Murray Memorial Gardens. Rev. Dusty Darnell will officiate.
J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Gore, 76, tvlurray, died Saturday, Dec. 26, 2009, at i0 a.m. at
his home. lic was a self-employed used car salesman anci was ot
Baptist faith. He was a member of Westgate Lodge 520 of Free and
Accepted Masons of Allen Park, Mich. Preceding him in death were
his wife, Gay N. Hill Gore; one daughter, Kim Abell; and his parents, Walter and Anzy York Gore. He was bom April 21, 1933 in
Calloway County. Survivors include one sister, Otha Mae Darnell,
Murray: two granddaughters, Mandy Abell, Stuart, Fla., and Jessica
Braden and husband, Tre:. er, Port Saint Lucie, Fla.; great-grandson,
- Zachary Cunningham, and son-in-law. Marc Abell. both of Stuart;
several nieces and nephews.
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Mrs. Zane Ann Van Doren
A memorial service for Mrs. Zane Ann Van Doren will be
Saturday at noon in the chapel of Hentage Family Funeral Home.
Visitation will be from 10 a.m. to noon Saturday at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
Hardin Baptist Church Building Fund, 6867 US Hwy. 641 N.,
Hardin, KY 42048. Online condolences may be made at
www.imesmiller.com.
Mrs. Van Doren, 76. Murray, died Tuesday, Dec. 29, 2009, at her
home. She was a member of Hardin Baptist Chutch and Was
born
March 9, 1933, in Henry County, Tenn. Preceding her in death were
her husband, Robert (Doc) Van Doren, and her parents, Joe
Jones
and Charlotte Moore Jones.
Survivors include three sons. Dr. Randy Taylor and wife,
Lee
Ann. Murray. Russ Taylor and wife. Kim. Metropolis. Ill..
and Mark
Van Doren and wife. Margie, Shreveport, La.; one daughter,
Terri
Burnson and husband, Ron, Nashville. Tenn.: one sister,
Jane Knight
and husband, Noble, Murray; two nephews. Nicky Knight and
wife,
Leigh, Murray. and Kevin Thome and wife. Amanda, Pulaski, Tenn.;
10 grandchildren, Cody. Montana, Grace, Noah, Emily,
Joshua,
Samantha. Ann, and Gabe Taylor and Rachel Van Doren.
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Chance Riley Cook
A graveside service for Chance Riley Cook will be Thursday
at
12:30 p.m. at the Manis Family Cemetery. Rev. Brett Miles
will offi. ciate. Visitation will be Thursday from 10 a.m. to noon
at J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Master Cook, 3 1/2 weeks, died Monday, Dec. 28, 2009,
at his
home due to a birth defect. He v.:as born Dec. 4, 2009.
Survivors include his parents, Justin and Ashley Cook, and one
brother. Skyler Cook, all of Evansville, lnd.; grandparents, Michael
and Paula Dowdy, Tim and Sheila Holsapple and Daryl and Paula
Cook McClain: great-grandparents, Burlon Holsapple, Charlene
and
Pablo Rivera, Robert and Kathenne Spann, Tommy and Regina
Manis. Alvin and Eva Cook, Patncia McClain, Charles and Agnes
McClain, Loila McClain and Mavis Duncan: aunts, Amanda
Holsapple. Kaylee Damell. Mikayla Dowdy and Ashley Preto; sev •
eral great-aunts and great-uncles.
Preceding him in death were his great-uncle, Denk Manis. grandfather, Huie Duncan. and great-grandparents. Tom and Myrtle
Manis. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Chance Cook
Fund, att. Customer Service, Murray Bank. P.O. Box 1300. Murray,
KY 42071.

Benny Steele
Benny Steele, 62. Murray, died Monday, Det.-. 28. 2009. at 3 p.m.
at his residence. Born June 13. 1947 in Jacksonville, Fla.. he was the
son of the late Benjamin Moss Steele and Mane Brandon Betts.
Survivors include one brother, Chuck Betts and wife, Lisa. Murray;
one aunt. June Lockhart and husband. Jimmy. Murray: one niece.
Chole Betts. Murray: one nephew, Matthew Morris, Murfreesboro,
Tenn.; several aunts, uncles anti cousins Imes-Miller Funeral Home
is in charge of arrangements Online condolences may be made at
www.imesmiller.com.

MOSCOW (AP)- Russia is
considenng sending a spacecraft
to a large asteroid to knock it off
its path and prevent a possible
collision with Earth, the head of
the country's space agency said
Wednesday
Anatoly Perrninov said the
space agency will hold a meetDorothy Dean Monk) Ross
HAMPSTEAD. Md. - Dorothy Dean (Dottie) Ross, 85, ing soon to assess a mission to
Hampstead. Md.. died Monday, Dec. 28. 2009. at the Dove House in Apophis, telling Golos Rossii
radio that it would invite NASA,
Westminster. Md.
Born June 18, 1924 in Mayfield, Ky., she was the daughter of the the European Space Agency, the
late Pleasant Copeland and the late Maureen Taylor Copeland. She Chinese space agency and othwas the wife of the late Glenn M. Ross Jr. who died in 1968. Two ers to join the project once it is
sisters, Mary: A. Mason and Barbara J. Fox. also preceded her in finalized.
When the 270-meter (885death.
She was the owner arid operator of Dean's Restaurant since 1962. foot) asteroid was first discovShe brought many family recipes to the family business that have ered in 2004, astronomers estimated the chances of it smashbecome traditions and are still being served today.
Survivors include one son, Glenn M. Ross. Illinois; three daugh- ing into Earth in its first flyby in
ters, Mary Jo Malone, Hampstead, Susan L. Ross, Washington, 2029 were as high as 1 -in-37,
D.C., and Leslie C. Brooks, Glen Rock. Pa.: one brother, Donald but have since lowered their
Copeland, Mayfield. Ky.: two sisters, Joann Ladd and Paula Sue estimate.
Further studies ruled out the
Sanunons Pierce. both of Murray,: Ky ; grandchildren. Scott Ross.
Kimberly Greenwade. Jacob Rupp, Lucas Rupp. Julie Malone possibility of an impact in 2029.
when the asteroid is expected to
Emily Cook and Christopher Cook; five great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be dt 10 a.m. Thursday at Ehne Funeral Home. come no closer than 18.300
934 South Main St., Hampstead, MD 21074 with the Rev. LoisAnn• miles (29,450 kilometers) above
Furgess-Oler officiating. Burial will be in Hampstead Cemetery, Earth's surface, but they indicated a small possibility of a hit on
Hampstead, MD.
Visitation will be today (Wednesday)from 3 to 5 p.m. and 7 to subsequent encounters.
In October, NASA lowered
9 p.m. at the funeral home.
Memorial contnbutions may be sent to Dove House 292 Stoner the odds that Apophis could hit
Ave. Westminster. MD 21157 or the St. Jude's Children's Hospital Earth in 2036 from a 1 -in501 St. Jude Place Memphis. TN 38103. Online condolences may be 45,000 as earlier thought to a l in-250,000
chance
made to the family: at www.elineth coin
after
researchers recalculated the
asteroid's path. It said another
elose •ncoonter in 2068 will
involve a 1 -in-31000 chance

Mother Teresa, Autry And
Hepburn ma U.S. stamps
WASHINGTON (AP) Nobel Prize winner Mother
Teresa and Pulitzer Pnze winner
Bill Mauldin will be honored on
U.S. postage stamps next year.
Joining them will be Oscarwinning actress Katherine
Hepburn, singing cowboy Gene
Autry, artist Winslow Homer
and Adm. Arleigh Burke.
Other new stamps will honor
the Negro baseball leagues, the
Sunday funnies and the
Hawaiian rain forest. the Postal
Service.announced Wednesday.
The post office releases a
series
of commemorative
stamps every year. honoring
people, places and institutions.
These stamps remain on sale for
a limited period and are widely
collected.
The 2010 new strurip program includes:
- Mother Teresa, the
Catholic nun who devoted her
life to the sick and poor of India.
was honored with the Nobel
Peace Prize in 1979. A stamp in
her honor will go on sale on her
birthday. Aug. 26.
- Bill Mauldin was one of
the nation's favorite cartoonists
during World War II. with his
characters Willie tuid Joe bringing home a look at life at the
front. He won the Pulitzer Prize
for distinguished service as a
cartoonist and after the war
became a popular editorial cartoonist.
- Kathanne Hepburn won
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four Oscars during her long
scn:en career. which included 40
movies opposite such stars as
Cary Grant. Humphrey Bogart
and Spencer Tracy:. Her independent personality set her apart
from others in Hollywood.
-- Singing cowboy and,
later. baseball executive Gene
Autry: will be pan of a fourstamp set honoring cowboys of
the silver screen. Joining him
are Williarn S. Hart. Tom Mix
and Roy Rogers.
- In June, stamps
be
released
honoring
Negro
Leagues baseball, which operated from 1920 to about 1960.
drawing some of the most
remarkable athIctes ever to play
the sport.
- Artist Winslow Homer
will be the ninth subject of the
American Treasures series. The
stamp. being released Aug. 12.
features his painting "Boys in a
Pasture."
- Arleigh A. Burke will be
part ot a four-stamp set featuring
distinguished sailors. Burke was
a top destroyer commander in
World War 11 and played a role
in modernizing the Navy.
Joining him in the set are
W'illiam S. Sims, commander ot
U.S. naval forces in European
waters during World War I; John
McCloy. one of the few men in
the nation's history to earn two
Medals of Honor for separate
acts of heroism; and Doris
Miller.
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Marjorie Joiner White
Marjorie Joiner White, Paducah, died Monday, Dec. 28, 2009, at
her home.
She was the valedictorian of her graduating class of Symsonia
High School and graduated with honors from Murray State
University. She served 40 years in elementary education of wtrich 35
years were spent in the Graves County: School System. She was a
long-term member of Spnng Creek Church of Christ and a past
niember of the Jackson Purchase Histoncal Society and the National
Audubon Society.
A native of the Clear Spnngs community of Graves County, she
was the daughter of the late Thomas Denver and Ruby Morris
Joiner. One brother, Thomas Edward Joiner, preceded her in death.
Survivors include three daughters, Joyce Vv'hite Shockley and
Janis White Heathcott. both of Paducah. and Jill White-Abell, Mt.
Juliet, Tenn.: three grandchildren, Lesa Morris Rogers arid Elizabeth
Morris, Paducah, and Christopher Shockley, Kingsville, Mo: one
great-grandchild. Delaney Rogers. Paducah.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. at Spring Creek Church of
Chnst. Brown Grover will officiate. Burial will follow in the church
cemetery. Visitation will be at the Lone Oak Chapel of Milner and
Orr Funeral Home from 6 to 8 p.m. tonight (Wednesday) and after
11 a.m. Thursday. Online condolences may be made a www milnerandorr.com.

Russia may send craft
to deflect asteroid
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of impact.
Without mentioning NASA
findings, Perminov said that he
heard from a scientist that
Apophis is getting closer and
may hit the planet. "I don't
remember exactly. but it seems
to me it could hit the Earth by
2032," Perminov said.
"People's lives are at stake.
We should pay several hundred
million dollars and build a system that would allow to prevent
a collision, rather than sit and
wait for it to happen and kill
hundreds of thousands of people," Perminov said.
Scientists have long theonzed about asteroid deflection
strategies. Some have proposed
sending a probe to circle around
a dangerous asteroid to gradually change its trajectory. Others
suggested sending a spacecraft
to collide with the &steroid and
alter its momentum. or using
nuclear weapons to hit it.
Perminov: wouldn't disclose
any details of the project, saying
they still need to be worked out.
But he said the mission wouldn't
require any nuclear explosions.
Hollywood action films
"Deep
Impact"
and
"Armageddon," have featured
space missions scrambling to
avoid catastrophic collisions. In
both movies space crews use
nuclear bombs in an attempt to
prevent collisions.

Oil, gas prices drop
as U.S. dollar rises
Oil pnces were back below
$79 a barrel this morning after a
report showed an unexpected
rise in weekly U.S. crude inventories and the dollar made gains
on other major currencies.
Prices were supported by
cold weather in the United
States, which increased demand
for natural gas and heating oil.
By: early afternoon in Europe,
benchmark crude for February
delivery was down 30 cents to
$78.57 a barrel in electronic
trading on the New York
Mercantile Exchange. Earlier in
the session, prices peaked at
$79.19. On Tuesday, the contract added 10 cents to settle at
$78.87.
Oil has gained for six straight
days but was lower Wednesday
after the Amencan Petroleum
Institute reported an increase of
1.725 million barreis in U.S.
crude inventones last week.
The rise contradicted market
expectations of a drop of 2 million barrels.
All eyes are now on the

Energy
Information
Administration weekly: data due
to be released later Wednesday.
The more comprehensive EIA
data - the market benchmark
- last week showed crude
stocks down by 4.9 million barrels.
"Oil pnces are still holding.
If the E1A numbers again show a
reduction in stockpiles, pnces
will move up but there will be
strong resistance at $80 a barref." said Clarence Chu, a trader
with Hudson Capital Energy in
Singapore.
On the other hand. oil pnces
will slide if the EIA data show- a
buildup in inventories. he added.
Futures contracts for oil, natural gas and heating oil have all
become more expensive this
month as snow storrns blanketed
parts of the U.S. and a sharp
drop in supplies of crude and
other fuels surpnsed traders.
New figures showed U.S.
retail gas pnces increased for the
fourth straight day, the first time
it's done that since October.
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Calloway Public Library lists
its schedule for next two weeks

Jinnkersary

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Calloway County Public Library will close
at 5 p.m. on Thursday and will be closed until
Saturday, Jan. 9, 2010. The library is closing
Friday. Saturday and Sunday for the holiday
weekend. and wiU be closed Monday through
Friday for inventory.
The library will reopen on Saturday,Jan.9.
Hours of the library are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Saturday; 1 to 5 p.m,Sunday, and 8 a.m. to
8 p.m., Monday through Friday. Ben Graves
is director of the library, located at 710 Main
St., Murray.

Birthday event Friday

Martha Butterworth will be honored at a party
in celebration of her 90th birthday by her family on Friday from 2
to 4 p.m. at West Fork Baptist Church. All relatives and friends are
invited. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.

Rotary will not meet this week
The regular meeting of the Rotary Club of Murray this Thursday
is not scheduled this week due to the holiday season. A special
meeting on January 7 will occur at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital addition where special tours for members will begin at 11
a.m. The regular meeting will be at noon in the new addition
lobby with additional tours to follow until 1 p.m.
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Compassionate Friends will meet
Mr. and Mrs. Garland in 1959

Mr. and Mrs. Garland in 2009
The ha‘e two cmidren, Beverly Hart and
husband, Evelin. and Lisa Hill and husband, Roy, all of Murray. .
Their grandchildren are Everett Dale
Hart II and fiancee. Amy: Williams, of
Waddy, Corey Hart and friend, Katie
McPherson. and Christopher Hill and friend,
Alison Colley, all of Murray, and Stephen
Hill and wife. Sara, Dexter.
The couple completed their celebration
with an anniversary trip to Branson, Mo.

t,p The couple renewed their vows on Dec.
20, 1995 at Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church after 36 years of marriage.
Mrs. Garland is the daughter of the late
Harold and Carolyn (Curly) Kilgore. She is
a former beautician and has warted 23 years
as an Avon bookkeeper.
Mr. Garland is the son of the late Bert and
Lucille Garland of Murray. He is a 49-year
employee of Murray Auto Parts.

Tackling the iPhone development learning curve
NEW YORK, N.Y. —The
iPhone is an ever-expanding
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frontier. Since the first release of
the
Software
iPhone
Development Kit (SDK) in
March 2008, Apple has actively
improved it and added new
functionality.
Apress has just released More
Development:
iPhone
3
Tackling iPhone SDK 3, their
latest book digging deeper into
Apple's SDK. Authors Dave
Mark and Jeff LaMarche cover
topics like Core Data, peer-topeer networking using GameKit
and network streams, working
with data from the web. MapKit,
in-application e-mail, concurrent programming, and debugging applications.
If you are looking to keep
building your skills as an iPtione
Developer, understanding Core
Data is a great place to start.
Here is a brief introduction to
Core Data straight from More
Development:
iPhone
3
Tackling iPhone SDK 3:
Core Data 101
Core Data is Apple's framework and set of tools for persisting your application's data to the
iPhone's file system automatically. Using Core Data helps
you develop your apps more
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quickly arid get bener perforrn- want to get your arms around
ance than with traditional per- Core Data, and there's no better
sistence mechanisms. Core Data place to start than with Apress's
can seem like magic when you More iPhone 3 Development:
first start using it. Objects are Tackling, iPhone SDK 3.
simply dealt with as objects, and Bestselling authors Dave Marlc
they seem to know how to save and Jeff LaMarche carefully
themselves into the database or step through each of the Core
file system. You won't create Data concepts and show you
SQL strings or make file man- techniques and tips specifically
agement calls—ever. Core Data for writing larger applications—
insulates you from some com- offering a breadth of coverage
plex and difficult progranuning you won't find anywhere else.
Tlie Core Data covet-age alone
tasks, which is great for you. By
using Core Data, you can devel- is worth the price of admission,
op applications with complex but there's much more. This
data models much, much faster book covers a variety of netthan you could using straight working mechanisms, from
SQLite, object archiving, or flat GameKit's relatively simple
BlueTooth peer-to-peer model,
files.
Like most complex technolo- to the addition of Bonjour disgies. Core Data has its own ter- covery and network streams.
minology that can be a bit intim- through the complexity of
idating to newcomers. Here is a accessing files via the web.
breakdown of Core Data's five Dave and Jeff will take you
through coverage of concurrent
key concepts:
programming
and
some
1)Persistent store
advanced techniques for debug2) Data model
3)Persistent store coordinator ging your applications. All the
4) Managed object and man- concepts and APIs are clearly
presented with code snippets
aged object context
you can customize and use in
5) Fetch request
If you are looking to write a your own apps. For more inforprofessional iPhone app, you mation about More iPhone 3
Development: Tackling iPhone
SDK
3,
visit
http://www.apress.com/book/v
e w/143022505x.
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Angels Community Clinic
will hold a free HINI (swine)
flu vaccine clinic for the
patients of the clinic on
Thursday, Jan. 7, 2010. at the
clinic. 1(105 Poplar St., Murray.
Patients are asked to call 7592223 and reserve your vaccine.
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New Year's event planned
Lalce Barkley State Resort Park will ring in the new year with the
Alonzo Pennington Band providing the music. Event packages are
available with overnight accommodations for 2 along with a prime
rib dinner, dance and breakfast.

Christmas in the Park continues
Christmas in the Park will continue through Saturday. Jan. 1 at
Mike Miller County Park at Draffenville. This includes the annual
light display. Persons are asked to bring canned good.

MHS plans football banquet
Murray High School Football Banquet will be Saturday, Jan. 9,
2010, at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray State University Curris Center ballroom. lickets are SI 5 and may be purchased at the high school.
office before Jan. 5. Players, coaches and invited guests will not:
need to purchase a ticket. For more information contact Steve .
Duncan at 753-5202 or Teffi Benton at 293-3228.

_112 N. 12th St.
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Four Rivers group will not meet
Four Rivers Music Friends will not meet Sunday because the
Calloway County Public Library will be closed. All musicians and
listeners are invited to attend the next scheduled meeting on Sunda:,
Jan. 17, at 2 p.m. n the annex of the library. For more information
call 753-6979.
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Murray Bank Laker Classic at CCHS
The Murray Bank Laker Classic, hosted by Calloway County
High School Lakers, will be today(Wednesday)at II a.m. at Jeffrey
gym at the school, located on College Fartn Road, Murray.
Admission will be S5 and children under 5 are free. Concession,
will be open. The public is urged to attend this special event.

Murray Art Guild has calendars
Murray Art Guild now has available 2010 MAG Art Calendars
which feature the art work of Murray Art Guild Members and youth
workshop participants and are a great way to celebrate the creati1,1
ty in the community. Proceeds from the sales will go to the Guild's
general operating fund and help to support programming. CalendarS:
may be purchased at the Guild's An Market at 500 North 4th
Murray. For information call 7534059.
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Museum planning Boy Scout exhibit

Nark

The Wrather West Kentucky History, Museum, located on the
campus of Murray State University, is currently putting together
permanent exhibit of Boy Scout memorabilia. This exhibit will weft
in February 2010 and celebrates the 100-year history of Scouting at
well as the rich regional and local history. The museum officials ar4
asking the community to donate or loan Scouting memorabilia foe
this special exhibit. Persons may contact Kate Reeves. director oe
the museum, at 270-809-4771or Bryan Warner at 270-978-7291.
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Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8 p m
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1- ,
877-447-2004.
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Paying Highest Price
Fine Jewelers
since 1961

New Year's event planned
Bring in New Year's Eve at Kenlake State Resort Park with the
Sounds of Motown! John DJ Chester Hack Ross. The Temptations,
Smokey Robinson and many more great Motown Artists will be fea-,
tured. Special overnight package/couple includes lodge room, dinner, dance and breakfast.
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Mr. and Mrs. Ben Junior Garland of
Murray celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary on Saturday, Nov. 7, 2009, with
a surprise reception given by their children
and grandchildren at their church. Russell's
Chapel United Methodist Church, the following day.
Mr. Garland and the former Shirley
Kilgore were married Nov. 7. 1959 at
Russell's Chapel United Methodist Church,
Murray. Their attendants were Sarah Sykes
McCuiston and Mason Crass.

Compassionate Friends Support Group will have its next meeting'
on Thursday, Jan. 28, at 7:30 p.m. in the private dining room or
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a group for parents who,
have lost a child or young adult through death.'This will be the only:
meeting for the month of January. For more information calfChaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 731-4988324.
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Local doctors offer only
'no-scar hysterectomy'
Special to the Ledger
Drs. Corey Forester and Matt
Price are pleased to offer women
in this region the only "no-scar"
hysterectomy
performed
through a laparoscope. These
surgeons
performed
the
Covidien SILSTI4 procedure to
remove the uterus and ovaries of
multiple patients, the first gynecologic procedures of this kind
in the state of Kentucky at
Murray Calloway County
Hospital. The SILS procedure
allows Dr. Forester and Dr. Price
to reniove the uterus through a
single incision hidden in the
umbilicus or belly button.
In contrast to the multiple
entry points - usually involving
up to four incisions - required
by traditional laparoscopic techniques, the SILSTm procedure is
achieved with one access point

through the pauent's umbilicus,
or belly button. Because the
incision is obscured, the potential for visible scarfing may be
reduced - a clear advantage over
traditional laparoscopic surgery
that can leave visible scars at
sites of entry.
Dr. Forester was recently recognized by the University of
Kentucky as the 2009 recipient
of the AAGL award for Special
Excellence in Endoscopic and
Laparoscopic Procedures. "We
are excited to offer women in
die area a safe treatment for
fibroids, heavy menstrual bleeding, or other pelvic problems.
This shortens recovery time and
decreases postop discomfort and is cosmetically ple,asing to
our patients!"
The single incision unique to
SII.Sni surgery can result in
other potential procedural bene-

tits as well. One 2cm incision
through the belly button reduces
the potential for wound pain that
may accompany additional sites
of entry. According to Dr. Price.
"Many women are able to have a
hysterectomy performed vag:
natty. but the SILS procedure
allows us to provide our patients
with a safe alternative to traditional abdominal procedures and to improve her postop care.
We want to bring first class
modern care to women in this
region and the SILS procedure is
another example of that commitment."
Dr. Corey Forester and Dr
Matt Price are accepting new
and transfer patients at Primary
Care Medical Center, 1000
South 12th St. in Murray.
Appointments are available at
759-9200.

Study: Vaccine means more
hnliday hugs and fewer bugs
ALICIA CHANG
The vaccine has done "a terrifAP Science Wnter
ic job of preventing transmisLOS ANGELES (AP) — sion from children to adults not
Holiday visits have become only around the holidays, but
safer for grandparents thanks to during other times of the year as
a childhood vaccine that has dra- well," said Dr. Matthew Moore
matically curbed infections of the Centers for Disease
spread by kids, a new study Control and Prevention.
finds.
Moore wa.s part of the new
For years, serious bacterial research, reported in a letter to
infections spiked atnong older the editor in Thursday's New
adults around Christmas and England Joumal of Medicine.
New Year's, presumably because
Scientists studied illness patof contact with germy children. tems between 1995 and 2006.
However, only one such spike Infections surged among older
has occurred since 2000, when adults every year during the holthe vaccine, Prevnar, came on idays before the vaccine was
the market, researchers report.
available. Scientists suspected
The vaccine is advised for the increase came from contact
children under 2. It fights com- with contagious kids during
mon types of strep bacteria that family gatherings. Women were
cause illnesses ranging from most at risk, possibly because
mild ear infections to severe they were around kids more.
pneumonia and meningitis.
Infections, though, tapered off

after the vaccine came out in
2000. The only exception was
during the 2004-2005 holiday
season; it's unciear why.
Many people carry the bacteria in their nose and throat without becoming sick. The illness is
spread by direct contact with an
infected person. Symptoms can
include fever, chills, headache
or ear pain.
Prevnar is the world's top-selling vaccine. It's made by Wyeth.
which was acquired by Pfizer
Inc. this year. The vaccine protects against seven of the most
common strains of strep bacteria. A new version that defends
against six additional strains is
awaiting govemment approval.
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CHRISTMAS PARTY: Employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital enjoyed a wonderful
meal together to celebrate the holiday season. This year, in addition to the meal provided.
employees were also given the option of a new MCCH coat, or a chamber check.

Chapman receives ACHE fellowship
Special to the Ledger
vides access to networking. education and career
Murray -Calloway County Hospital is pleased development at the local level.
to announce that Clayton Chapman, Director of
In addition, ACHE is known for its magazine.
Rehab Services. recently received his fellowship
Healthcare Executive, and its journals, the Journal
from the American College of Healthcare
of Healthcare Management and Frontiers of
Executives.
The American College of Healthcare Health Services Management, as well as groundExecutives(ACHE)is an international profession- breaking research. career development and public
al society of more than 30,000 heaithcare execu- policy programs. Through such efforts, ACHE
tives who lead hospitals. healthcare systems and works toward its goal of being the premier profesother healthcare organizations. ACHE is known sional society for healthcare executives dedicated'
for its prestigious FACHE® credential, signifying to improving healthcare delivery.
"We want to congratulate Clay on his achieveboard certification in healthcare management. and
its educational programs including the annual ment in receiving his fellowship from the ACHE
Congress on Healthcare Leadership, which draws We appreciate his commitment in furthering his
more than 4,000 participants each year. ACHE's professional development as a leader of Rehab
established network of more than 80 chapters pro- Services at MCCH," said Keith Bailey. CEO.

Smoking cessation class offered
Special to the Ledger
Tom Cooper WdS a heavy smoker for 36 years.
trying eight times to kick the habit. Yet, on the
ninth attempt, at age 57, Tom tried something different - combining nicotine replacement therapy
with a smoking cessation program - and it
worked.
The Cooper-Clayton Method To Stop Smoking
was developed by Thomas Cooper and Richard
Clayton, and is a I3-week program, which provides weekly education sessions in conjunction
with a warm. accepting, support group environment. The program encourages the use of nicotine
replacement therapy, but die support group is crucial to being successful.

The Center for Health & Wellness will be offering this 13-week prognun every Tuesday from
5:30 to 6:30 p.m. beginning Tuesday. Jan. 5. The
Cooper-Clayton class is being presented by the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and the Center
for Health & Wellness.
The Cooper-Clayton Method is facilitated by
healthcare professionals specially trained in evaluating individual smoking patterns, introducing
behavior niodification techniques. leading group
discussions, and minimizing relapse. The program
offers expertise. ettrosogenient, and the motivation needed to become smoke-free. Pre-registration is required. To register, please call the Center
for Health & Wellness at 762-1348.
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E LEASE UNDERSTANDING CAMPAIGN .„„„E
.6-- You have all heard the cheap
lease payments on new TOYOTA'S but many of CI
/411' you are still apprehensive and unsure about how leases work. Here
are the
gc facts. ALL Toyota of Murray leases are closed end. Which means that you
CI know all of the terms up form and NOTHING changes. l'ou know
how many.
a
m
" miles you can drive, and what the car is valued at when the lease is over.
You
= then have 3 options
•
me 1. Buy it for its lea.se end value which you will know upfront
CI
=Ea 2. Sell it for more than the lease end value and pocket the profit
3. Walk away with no further obligations!
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.11
cc That's it, no surprises. No other fees or penalties. Most of us will always ha% e MI
1211 a car payment. We trade before it is paid off completely which means we
real- L
e
i
la.
ly never own that %chicle. Instead, drive a newer car under warranty. with a in
.
c
cheaper payment and 3 options at the end. Leasing makes sense!
.."
DC
The following is a lease on a
AM
'
VI
I*1
'
2010 Toyota Corolla LE
• i*
MC.
I
Stock #269430
- CD
•
mil
Lao
Power Windows, Locks and Mirrors
CID
it
CD Player - Keyless Entry
•Z
•
Automatic - Side and Curtain Airbags
..
2C
CI It is figured with KY Tax included, different amounts of money dos%
n and Is
varies depending on your credit score. SO a person vvith a 720+ score putting
CI,
$2,000 down cash or trade would leave with a 8181 per month payment for only
36 months on a new Corolla!
Xi
CO
Z:
What you Your Credit Your Credit Your Credit lour Credit
as.
.0
=
Score &
ra...
pay upfront
Score &
Score &
Score &
Interest Rate Interest Rate Interest Rate Interest Rate
ors
CI
720+
690+
670+
650+
in
210
INN.
11.37%1
(1.6116)
(2.69%)
(4.37% i
$239
SO
$243
$257
$279
111.
g
$1,000
$211
S2I4
ID
S227
1E
$248
IIC
$2,000
$181
$185
-e
$197
$219
=MI
lIC
$3,000
S152
S155
$167
CI
$188
NI
$4.000
I
23
$127
$
S138
$158
CI
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MONTHLY PAYMENTS
Obtain your credit score at annualcreditreport.com
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See us at Toyota of Murray with any questions or to test
drive or lease a new Toyota today!
THE DEALS ARE GREAT BUT TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
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Don't drink and drive.
Always designate a driver,
Keep in mind that there will be
intoxicated drivers sharing the road
with you. Don't allow underage
drinking to occur, it's illegal.
If you are under 21, find alternatives
to alcohol and PARTY SOBER!
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444CC-ASAP
*
Calloway c.OGItty M1111FICII
for Substance Abuse ProvlIntion'
..

762-7332
www.ccasap,com .
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Looking Back
len years ago
Published is a photograph ot
a crew of Bogard Construction
smoothing a newly laid concrete
curb at the new Sav-A-Ton Station at the comer ot Ky Hwy
21 North and North Itah Street.
Murray. The photograph was by
Stall Photographer Bernard Kane
Births repsthed include a girl
to Jason and Thersa Gregory.
Dec. 22.
In the Christmas Basketball
Tournament at Martin. Tenn . Calloway Laker, lost 69-44 to
Brighton. Tenn . and Calloway
Lady. Laken won 38-35 over Gleason, Tenn. High scorers were Kyle
Tracy tor the Lakers and Tiffany
Lassiter ter the Lady Lakers
Twenty years ago
Published is a photograph of
Circuit Judge Dasid Buckingham
sweanng in newly elected and
re-elected county officials an the
Calloway County Circuit Court
Room on Dec. 28.
Births reported include a girl
to Karen anti Ronald Knight. a
boy' to Angela anti Mitchell Tumer. gut to Rita and Jeffrey Emery,
a girl to Joanna arid Joseph Smith.
a girl to Rebecca and Michael
Huff. a boy to Sarah and Donnie Camper. a boy to Kimberly:
and Bruce Elkins and a boy to
Debbie and Harley Cannon, Dec.
24; a boy to Mary and Sylban
Yoder. a boy to Alice and Sherwin Crouch and a girl to Mitzi
and Michael Henson. Dec. 25..
Thirty years ago
The Property Assessment
Books will be open to list property for the 1980 county and
state property taxes beginning
Jan. 2 through February 1980,
according to Charles Haie. property valuation admtnistrator for
Calloway County.
Mr. arid Mrs. Aubrey Adams
will be married for 60 years Jan.
Published is a picture of Dan
Rogers of Murray with his dog,
Rebel, and a pair of mallards

taken while hunting on Kentucky
Lake
Forty years ago
Published is
photgraph of
Pea-Patch Road, just north of
Hazel off of US Highway 641.
that was flooded yesterday afternoon as a result of the heavy
nuns expenenced in Calloway
County since early Dec. 28, Tbe
photograph was ty Staff Photographer Gene McCutcheon
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs Robert Wayne
Colson, Dec. 26, and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Abner.
Dec 27.
Bruce Thomas is manager of
Murray Branch of Hopkinsville
Federal Savings & Loan Association. located at 304 East Main
St.. Murray.
fiftY Years ago
Ordained as new deacons of
Memorial Baptist Church. MUTray, were Ortis Guthrie, Porter
Chilcutt. Bill Dodson and Mason
Birttis reported at Murray Hospital include a boy' to Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Mott. a boy to Mr.
and Mrs Tbeordore O'Bryan. a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Stalls,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs Paul
Washbuni and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Benny McDonald.
Pequote percale doulble fitted
sheets are listed as selling for
52 59 each at Littleton's Store
on north side of Murray Court
Square.
Sixty years
Dark fired tobacco sales will
begin Jan. 9 at the local loose
leaf floors in Murray. according
to Holmes Ellis. manager of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Association with offices located in
Murray.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. D.T. Warren and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Leslie B.
Paschall, Dec. 24; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Herndon and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. William
Claud Hill, Dec. 25.

Romance is cooled by torch
woman carries for 'friend'

Treating a melanoma

DEAR DR. GO1T: A .38- develop, treatment
remains the
year-old female relative was same. The first
step is often
more than eight years anti has
recently diagnosed with an surgery to remover
the cannever
contributed
anything
internal melanoma. She had a cerous cells. While
this doestoward his keep. I asked him
persistent cough. which led to n't provide a cure,
surgery can
once to pay some rent. but he
a chest X-ray and then an upper- buy time to allow
for the cono„,
refused. This not only caused
body scan. Something showed sideration of other options.
Th4ti
4 rift between my wife and me,
on the lungs, and then a mass procedure is often
followed W.
but her two siblings -- who are
was found on the liver. Any radiation. however,
results havc:
well off -- said Hal was "livinformation been mixed. Chemotherapt,
ing on the poverty line," so we
you
can pro- alone has not been complete
should keep him for nothing.
vide would ly successful, bui when usear
I wouldn't mind so much.
be
greatly in addition to other types otj
but my wife has to clean up
appreciated. therapy, such as drugs to ski*
after him. do his laundry and
DEAR blood-vessel growth. bettt
take him to his medical appointREADER: results may be found. It appeait
ments. More than that, haviny
A melanoma that melanoma tumors have
Hal underfoot all the time has
develops in increased need for blood wh
completely destroyed our pricells
that treated with chemotherapy. B
vacy.
Hal spends most of his penDr. Gott produce cutting off the blood suppl
melanin. It the effectiveness of the com-:
sion buying presents for his
is a serious bination therapy is greater.
other children who never even
By
come to see him. All we get
Dr Peter Gott form of skin Immunotherapy may boost the
cancer. immune system to fight canfrom him arc complaints.
While the exact cause for the cer. Clinical tnals are under
What do you suggest? -way
condition remains unknown, it to determine its effectiveness.,
RESENTFUL IN IDAHO
DEAR
The bottom line is prevent-:
RESENTFUL: is believed that exposure from
the sun, tanning lamps and mg excessive sun exposure.
Enough is enough. You and your
:
tanning beds greatly increases When a skin lesion changes
wife are long overdue for a
the probability of development. color or increases in
meeting with her siblings to
size, it
With healthy skin, new cells is vital it be checked out
discuss this problem. They
by
should have started chipping in
push older ones upward toward a primary-care physician
or derto pay. for their father's care
the surface of the skin. where matologist. Early detection
is'
eight years ago and also seen
the cells die and are sloughed extremely important. If the conto it that you have some respite.
off When the process breaks dition already exists.
place
Unless and until this is brought
down, new cells grow at an yourself under the care of
a.
out into the open. nothing will
increased rate and can form can- specialist
familiar
with
change.
cerous cells.
melanomas.
•••
Melanomas can originate in
To provide related informaDEAR ABBY: My wife,
areas such as the gall blad- tion, I am sending you a copy
"Audrey.," was molested by her
der, intestines and the back of of my Health Report "Med-:
step-grandfather when she was
the eye, or they can be the ical Specialists." Other read—
a little girl. She told her mothresult of one that began on ers who would like a copy:
er about it. but because of her
the skin and spread to an inter- should send a self-addressed
age she wasn't taken seriously.
nal organ. There are cases stamped No. 10 envelope and
Audrey and I are now talkwhen no lesion is visible on a S2 check or money order
ing about starting a family. Abby.
the skin, it is too small to be to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167.
I am uncomfortable about bringseen. or is in an area difficult Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure,
ing children into this family
to monitor. However they to mention the title.
unless everyone understands the
reason I will not allow this man
to touch our children. The problem IS, the information will be
devastating to Audrey's grimdmother. A child's innocence is
worth whatever hard feelings I
might create, but how do we
SOW h dealer.
Ing to tast's queen, and won the diadied in prison. an apparent suihandle this without destroying
Both sides s ultierable
mond return with the ace.
cide.)
NORTII
a family? -- TAKING CARE
Declarer led a low. club toward
Ten years ago: Former Beatle
•
a
9
K
Q
dummy,
taken by West's ace. West
OF
MY
OWN
IN
George Harrison fought off a knife•
then
returned a third diamond to
HUNTSVI
LLE.
ALA.
•6 3
wielding intruder who broke Into
establish his suit while he still had
DEAR TAKING CARE:
4.1V 10984
his mansion west of London and
the ace of hearts a_s an entry..
NA
Was
EST
your
wife
the
only.
EAST
child
This defense might have worked
stabbed him in the chest (Michael
•10 7 4
48 6 5 3
nicely or, sonie other deal. But on Abram was later acquitted of in the famiiy her step-grandfaV
A
7
2
11
,
Q
10
6
this
occasion. it was ju.st what the
ther
had access to? Will the
attempted murder by reason of
•.1 It) 8
•7 4 2
doctor ordered for declarer, who ran
insanity.) In Tampa, Fla., a gun- baby you're plianung be the first
•A
•()6 3
_oil &MY spades and the rest of his
man opened fire inside a hotel, in the family -- or has this man
SOlUTH
clubs to fiatsh with 10 tricks.
killing four co-workers before
had unsupervised contact with
•1 2
Had H'est taken the time cnum
V9
5
8 43
shooting a fifth person dead as others? Keep in mind that if
declarer's tricks after winning thg
•AKQ
he tried to escape. IA suspect, he would molest Audrey. he
second club. he would has': seen tha(
•.1 7 2
a diamond return at trick Ilse
housekeeper Silvio Izquierdomay also have done it to othhidding:
The
amounted
to a concession. With
Leyva. later pleaded guilty and ers -- neighbors, etc.
South
Kest
North East
dummy's clubs now established, and
was sentenced to life in prison.)
Pass
Pass
Not only should the family
I•
Pass
South known to hold the king of dia.
Five years ago Democrat ChrisI V
Pass
I•
Pass
monds from the earlier diamond
be informed about what haptine Gregoire was declared victor
2
NIPass
3
NT
plays,
it was clear that declarer
pened by you and Audrey now
Opening lead — jack of diamonds.
of Washington's gubernatorial elecwould
collect at least nine tricks after
that
she
is
"old
enough
to
be
tion over Republican Dino Rossi
a diamond retum.
believed," but also ask if anyA defender cannot allow himself
by a mere 129 votes out of more
West should therefore shift to a
to
get
so
caught
up
in
one
the
else
rhythm
may
of
have
low
heart at trick five. reasoning that
been victhan 2.8 million cast. Bandleader
the
that
play
he
loses
his
()serail
perthe
only- chance to defeat the contract
timized
because
other children
and clannetist Artie Shaw died in
spectise. West was gullty. of such a is to score thrcc immediate heart
may' have been afraid to speak
Thousand Oaks. Calif., at age 94.
lapse in today's deal, and a.s a result tneks. This requires that F,ast hold at
up.
declarer made a contract that might least the Q-10-x isc hearts, certainly
easily has e failed.
•••
not an impossibility esen though
West led the jack of diamonds South hid the suit.
Dear Abby is written by Abiagainst three notrump, won by
Faced with a heart shift, declarer
gail Nan Buren, also known
declarer with the queen as East COI- might well misguess by playing the
as Jeanne Phillips, and was
lowed with the discouraging deuce. jack from dummy. and quickly find
founded hy her mother, Pauline
South finessed the jack of clubs. los- himself down one
Phillips.
Tomorrow: Variety. the spice of lite.
DEAR ABBY: I ani 80, and
•Doreen" is 72. When we started dating seven years ago. I 'simply wanted to be her friend.'
Now the tables have turned.
and she just wants to he MY
fnend
Doreen has a Milk friend in
Flonda with
whom
she
communicates through
letters and
phone calls
Although she
tells me she
loves
me.
she also says
that if this
Dear Abby "friend"
comes back
By Abigatl
arid asks her
out,
Van Buren
she
wants to be
free to date him.
I told her that most 72-yearolds would be happy to have
one man to date, but if she
plans on dating someone else.
I should be free to do the same.
Her last remark was for me to
"bss, gentle with her." We are
affectionate, loving fnends. and
I care about her a great deal.
Your observations, please. - EDDIE IN MAINE
DEAR EDDIE: Your statement that if Doreen plans to
date someone else. you should
be free to do the same seems
logical to me. Continue to have
an affectionate. loving fnendship with her -- and by all
means "tie gentie" -- but keep
your options open and date others in the knowledge that if her
snowbird flies home, she'll be
billing and cooing with him,
and you'll be flying solo.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I have a big
problem -- my father-in-law,
'Hat" He has lived with us

In 1922, Vladimir I. Lerun proclaimed the tstablislunent of the
Union
of
Soviet
Socialist
Republics.
In 1936, the United Auto Workers union staged its first "sitdown" strike, at the Fisher Body
Plant No. 1 in Flint, Mich.
In 1948, the Cole Porter musical "Kiss Me. Kate.' opened on
Broadway.
In 1979, Broadway composer
Richard Rodgers died in New York
at age 77
In 1989, a Northwest Airlines
DC-10. which had been the target of a telephoned threat, flew
safely from Paris to Detroit with
22 passengers amid extra-tight
security.
In 1994. a gunman walked into
a pair of suburban Boston abortion clinics and opened fire, killing
two employees. tlotin C. Salvi III
was later convicted of murder; he
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1 More than a snit
5 Derisive snort
8 Person that
ruins
12 Playground
shout
13 Seine vista
14 Fiendish
15 Monotonous
16 Up-to-date
17 Let slip
18 Overpraised
20 Mirage sights
21 Accustomed to
24 Splices
27 Luau strummer
28 Desk item
31 Vampire's tooth
32 Bakery purchase
33 Ship of myth
34 Fast-food chain
35 Prince Valiant's
eldest
36 Weather warning
37 Occult character

3

1

4

39 Full of suds
43 Jotted down
46 Earthenware
pot
47 Moo goo -- pan
49 Hat attachment
51 Fiscal period
52 Checkout scan
53 Volcano in
Sicily
54 Shade
55 Jeans go-with
56 Tennis ranking
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VCR button
No way! (hyph.)
Count on
Vet office noise
Devotee of
Rama
Malt beverage
Wield an axe
Sorority letter
Wide sts.
Aswan Dam site
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131014 T THINK
50, CHARLIE
BROWN THIS
ISN'T JOE'S
516NATURE .

THEY CHEATED A
LITTLE KID! AN
INNOCENT,TRU5TIN6
NERO WORSHIPPING
LITTLE KID
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39
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The One and Only Chance

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Tcxlay is Wednesday, Dec. 30,
the 364th day of 2009. 'There is
1 day left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 30. 1853, the United
States and Mexico signed a treaty
under which the U.S. agreed to
buy some 45,000 square miles of
land from Mexico for SIO
lion in a deal known as lipefGaitsden Purchase.
On this date:
In 1813, the British burned
Buffalo, N.Y., dunng the War of
1812.
In 1903. about 600 people died
when fire broke one at the recently' opened Iroquois Theater in
Chicago.
In 1907, the Mills Commission issued its final repon, concluding that Abner Doubleday had
invented baseball. a view few sports
historians. if any. agree with.
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HIGH SCHOOL HOOPS

Lady Lakers drop
third straight
FIEIDS' 24 POINTS NOT ENOUGH
TO OVERCOME SHOOTING WOES

a

Staff Report
For the third consecutive game at the Greenwood Holiday
Classic, Calloway County had a chance to win in the closing
minutes on Tuesday.
But for the third straight game. the Lady Lakers couldn't convert on their opportunities, falling 54-45 to Franklin-Simpson.
Calloway trailed by dure points with two minutes remaining
but couldn't make shots down the stretch. missing several
chances to tie the game.
Franklin-Simpson extended its lead on foul shots in the final
minute as they improved to 8-5 on the season. Calloway fell to
6-5.
Averee Fields once again led the Lady Lakers, notching a
double-double with 24 points and 14 rebounds. Taylor Futrell
added 11 points.
Chastity Gooch led Franklin Simpson with a game-high 28
points.
The game was even throughout as Franklin-Simpson held a
two-point lead at halftime and a one-point advantage going into
the fourth quarter.
Calloway shot just 33 percent from the field and was stone
cold from beyond the three-point arc. going 1-for-13.
Franklin-Simpson didn't fare much better, shooting 35 percent from the field and going 2-for-8 from three. The Lady
Wildcats converted 16 of 26 free throws while Calloway went 4for-9 at the charity stripe.
The two teams were even on the boards with 37 rebounds
apiece.
The loss was Calloway's final gante of 2009. The Lady
Lakers return to action on Saturday when they host 4th District
foe Marshall County at 6 p.m.
lairs 1-1 at aloft tawny
Murray defeated South Fulton (Tenn.) 47-38 on Tuesday at
the Martin Lions Club Tournament in Martin. Tenn.
The victory evened the Tigers record at the tournament after
they fell to Station Camp (Tenn.) 53-46 on Monday.
No other information was reported.
The Tigers will play their final game at the toumament on
Thursday.
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KYSER LOUGH / Ledge. k rHes
Murray High's Janssen Starks dribbles around Clinton County's Brooke
Boils during the Lady Tigers second game in
their own Murray Bank Lady Tiger Classic tournament yesterday.

4

in a day's work
LADY TIGERS TAKE TWO AT OWN TOURNAMENT
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
After handing Reidland a decisive 75-23
loss earlier in the day in the first game of the
Murray Bank Lady Tiger Classic, the Murray
High Lady Tigers found a tougher challenge
against Clinton County but held on to win 5749.
Flat shooting and low offensive rebounds
gave the Clinton County Lady Dawgs plenty
of opportunities to keep the score close. but
strong defensive efforts kept Murray ahead.
"Our kids found a way to win tonight and
that's the difference between this year's tearn
and some of the teams We've had in the past,"
said Lady Tiger head coach Rechelle Turner.
"I think it was just a situation where we came
out a little flat ... where our shots weren't

This Week

Murray Bank Lady Tiger Classic
falling like they usually are. We're averaging
Tuesday
close to 70 points a game and we struggled
Henry Co 56 Lone Oak 36
just to get to 57."
CCA 68 Fulton Co 45
Clarksville NE 61 Citnton Co 21
Haley Armstrong led the team in scoring
Murray 75 Reidland 23
with 23 points, but also came in big defenFulton Co 53, Lone Oak 46
Henry Co 60 CCA 45
sively. Her team-leading six rebounds, five
Clarksville NE 71 Rediand 24
under the Lady Dawgs' basket, came at
Murray 57 Cknton Co 49
clutch mornents for the Lady Tigers.
woulasday
Lone Oak vs CCA
"Haley saved us on the boards to a certain
3 p.M.
Henry C,o vs Fulton Co
4:30 p.m.
extent and she had some huge key rebounds.
Rekhand vs Clinton Co
6 p.m.
She's not only a scorer but she is becoming
isturrey vs Clarksville NE 7 30 p.m.
an all-around player," Tumer said.
Tbursday
Seventh-place game
10 a.m.
Also coming up big for the Lady Tigers
Filth-place game
11:30 a.m.
defensively was Amanda Winchester, who
Third-piace game
1 p.M.
Charnpoonship game
had three steals and numerous deflections. In
2:30 p.m.
a garne where shots weren't falling and the
"Amanda was probably the difference in
other team was staying close. defensive the game. Every time we needed a big steal or
effotts were a must.
II See MHS, 2B
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TURNOVERS CONTINUE TO PLAGUE
LAKERS IN SEMIFINAL LOSS
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Twnes

Calloway County's Brock Simmons is harassed by
Sequoyah's James Clark during Tuesday night's game at
Jeffrey Gymnasium. The Chiefs forced the Lakers into 25
turnovers on the night and won 63-51 in the semifinals of
the Murray Bank Laker Classic.

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Assessing his team in the
preseason, Bruce Lane saw a
few weaknesses, such as his
squad's lack of size.
But the Calloway County
head coach didn't foresee his
team having ballhandling
issues. at least not to this
degree.
Twenty-four hours after
turning the ball over 18 times in
a scare against winless Fulton
City. the Lakers coughed it up
25 times in Tuesday night's 6351 loss to Sequoyah (Ga.)in the
semifinals of the Murray Bank
Laker Classic.
The visiting Chiefs, from the
northern Atlanta metro area.
used full-court pressure to force
Calloway into five consecutive
turnovers during a first-quarter
stretch in which they ran up a
14-2 lead.
Though it was never completely out of reach until late in
the fourth quarter, an inability
to hold on to the ball prevented
Calloway from inching its way
back within striking distance.

This Week
Murray Bank
Laker CiftSSiC
Monday
Ripiey 66, kAayheld 45
Memphis ECS 67 Henry Co 51
Seguoyah 70, Milan 61
Calloway Co 69. FuNon City 80
Tuesday
Henry Co 67 Mayfield 61
%Ian 68. Fulton Crty 44)
Memphis ECS 66. Ripley 53
Seguoyah 63. Calloway Co. 51
Wednesday
PAayfleid vs Fulton City
11 a.m.
Henry Co vs Wan
12:30 p.m.
Ripley vs CallOway CO
3 p.m.
Memphis ECS
4.30 p.m.

vs. Stiquoyah

"I don't know what it is."
said Lane. whose Lakers fall to
4-6 on the season and face
Ripley (Tenn.) in the thirdplace game of their tournament
at 3 p.m. today.
"We're just real lackadaisical with the ball. (The
turnovers) go in bunches. We
just start chucking the ball
around and, against a good
team, it's going to bite you
every time."
Calloway wasn't aided by
point guard Austin Lilly's
•See LAKERS, 2B

COLLEGF BASK1 1 BALL

Road woes
continue for
MSU
SECOND-HALF THUNDERING
HERD SURGE SINKS RACERS
By MSU Sports information
The Murray State women's basketball team tried to make it 2-()
again.st teams from Conference USA, but Marshall used a secondhalf surge to claim a 68-58 victory in Huntington, W. Va. at the Cam
Henderson Center.
The game marked the final non-conference game of the 2009-10
regular-season for the Racers(5-8,0-2 Ohio Valley Conference)and
the final garne in 2009.
MSU was led by sophomore Kristen Kluerripers who garnered a
career-best 16 points while adding five rebounds. The Racers also
saw double-digit scoring from sophomore Rachael Isom and senior
Mallory Lockett, with each adding 10 points.
"What we saw tonight is what Kristen Kluempers is capable of,"
said head coach Rob Cross. "If we see that Kluempers every game
we have a great possibility to be a dangerous team in our league."
The Racers opened the scoring on their first possession and used
a 4-0 run in the first two minutes to take a lead. The Thundering Herd
countered with a 4-0 run by Tynikki Crook to tie the score at four
with three minutes having ticked off the clock. MSU took control ot
the garne with a 16-2 run over the next four minutes to take a 10point advantage (16-6).
After the teams traded baskets for the next four minutes. Marshall
picked up their offense and defense, holding the Racers without a
tield goal until 5:27 remained in the half. The Herd tallied I(1 points
of their own during the span. while MSU got one free point at the
charity stripe. lhe 10-1 run cut the deficit to one point(21-20).
The teams then traded baskets for the next two minutes until
Marshall took their first lead of the game(25-24)on free throws with
3:13 remaining. The teams then renewed dte battle for control of the
scoreboard for the remainder of the first half. The Racers earned a
32-28 advantage heading into the locker room after a three-pointer
frotn freshman Matiah Robinson with just under a minute left.
The Herd carne out of the locker room with renewed energy and
went on a 7-0 run to retake the lead before MSU got their first basket of the half with three minutes having elapsed off the clock.
Luckett's tripk tied the game at 35 and the team's traded the next
two baskets before the Racers started a 5-0 run over the next minute
to retake the lead on the scoreboard, 42-37.
"I told the teani at half time that the game was going to be decided in dte first four minutes of the second half," said Cross. "I told
them that they needed to be ready for Marshall to try. and dominate
u.s on the boards and that is what happened."
The Herd then used a 10-0 run to toggle the lead back to their side
of the scoreboard. with 12:39 remaining in the second stanza.
Both
teams then traded four or five-point nun over the next two
minutes
before they held each other scoreless for another two minutes.
The
Herd were the first to break the streak and it continued a scoring
run
to 5-1 before MSU got another ba.sket with 6:55 left on the
clock to
give them a 57-50 advantage.
The Racers kept the deficit around five to seven
points for the
remainder of the game with increased defense, but they
could not get
any closer. Marshall used free throws in the final
30 seconds to
increase the lead to the final score of 68-58.
The Racers will return to the fnendly confines
of the Regional
Special Events Center for the first time in almost a
month when they
host UT Martin in the first game of the 2010 portion
of the season.
The game marks the restart of the Ohio Valley
Conference season
after the early games in December. Tip-off is
scheduled for 5:15
p.m., with the men's game to follow.
"Oui non-conference schedule has prepared
us for the Ohio
Valley Conference," Cross said. "We are
defiantly prepared for
everything that will happen to us in
conference. We are prepared to
play on the road and for what will happen
on the court."
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FRESHMAN SENSATION LEADS
WILDCATS TO
VICTORY OVER HARTFORD,
SETS SCHOOL ASSIST RECORD
By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Wnter
LLXINGTON. lsy 4API - EicoAccii
highlight irel dunks. table jumping hustle
plays and freakish speed in the open Lourt, it
can be easy to forget Kentucky's John Wall
is a point guard.
Tfie freshman sensation provided a
record-breaking reminder on Tuesday night
against Hartford.
Wall dished out a school-record 16 assists
as tfie third-ranked Wildcats crushed the
Hawks 104-61, a virtuoso performance that
even left coach John Calipari a little
stunned.
"He is a pleaser." Calipari said. "He will
defer to his team."
And Wall's coach will defer to his players Vt'hen told Wall needed two assists to
break the mark of 15 set by Travis Ford 16
years ago, Calipari sent Wall back into die
game and kept running set plays until the
record was his.
"I normally don't do it," Calipari said. "I
did it because it is a game he could have
tried to have 30 points but he chose not to
and pass to his teammates."
There were plenty of good looks available. The Wildcats (14-0) shot 60 percent
and made 14 3-points shots while posting
their highest point total of the season.
It was an outburst keyed by Wall. While
he's still a novice when it comes to
Kentucky basketball history — he said he
didn't know whose record he broke when
asked after the game — Wall knows his role
to is make sure everybody gets involved.
"I just tried to make the easy play," said
Wall, who added nine points and four
rebounds.
There were more than enough to go
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NBA SCOREBOARD
All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
W
L Pet GB
Bost y.
23 7 767
—
Icifonii:
15 17469
9
Nevi Yoh,
12 19 387111.'2
Philadelphia
8 22 267
15
New Jersey
2 29 06521 1.2
Southeast Division
YI L Pct
Onarido
22 8 733
-Atlanta
21
9 700
1
Miami
16 12 571
5
Charlotte
12 17414 9 1/2
Washington
10 20 333
12
Central Division
• L Pct GB
Cleveland
25 8 758
—
Chicago
12 17414
11
Milwaukee
12 17414
11
Detroit
11 20 355
13
Indiana
9 21 30014 1.2

Lakers
From Page 1B
point guard duties against the
absence for much of the second pesky Sequoyah press.
half. Lilly aggravated a back
''They do a really good job
injury in the first half and of trapping and rotating up,"
played the beginning of the sec- Lane said. "I knew we'd make
ond, but was in obvious dis- some turnovers, but I was
comfort.
thinking around 10 or 12 a
The back has been flaring up game.
at times when Lilly takes a hit
"We just can't handle presor falls. Lane said. He is sure right now, that's for sure.
expected to return today.
We do really bad things against
In his absence, Brock pressure. We're trying to bring
Simmons handled much of the our big men up to heip us out,

DEC. 261-14THRU
JAN.1sT

but it's not really their responsibility to get the ball across the
court."
Calloway will face more of
the same today when they take
on an athletic Ripley bunch that
excels at trapping opponents.
Simmons was the chief
bright spot for the Lakers on
Tuesday. scoring a game-high
23 points and knocking down
Calloway's only two threepointers of the night.
The Lakers took just six
threes and attempted to get
most of their scoring in transition or by penetrating to the
basket.
As stifling as Sequoyah's
defensive performance was.
Calloway also turned in a
strong defensive game, holding
the Chiefs to 40 percent shooting and causing 14 turnovers
themselves.
The Lakers focused on minimizing the effect of Sequoyah
shooting guard Tyler Diehl and
held him scoreless through the
first half.
"I thought we played a lot
better defensively than last
night," Lane said."We moved a
lot better. We defended on
screens pretty well, but they
just made some big shots on us
every time we'd start to get
close."
Sequoyah stretched its lead
to 19 halfway through the third
quarter, but Calloway responded with a 10-0 run aided by a
technical foul on Chiefs' coach
Jeremy Adams that cut the lead
back to single digits.
But Sequoyah answered

Monday's Games
Charlotte 94. Mihvaukee 84
Oklahoma City 105. New Jersey 89
Memphis 118. Washington 111. OT
Phoenix 118 L.A Lakers 103
Phtladelphia 104, Portlarxi 93
Sacramento 106. Denver 101
Golden State 103 Boston 99
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland 95. Atlanta 84
Oldahorna Crty 110. Washington 96
New York 104, Detroit 87
Ch.,:ago 104. Indiana 95
San Antonio 117, Minnesota 99
Houston 108. New Orleans 100
L.A Lakers 124. Golden State 118

Wednesday's Ganwe
Mihvaukee at Orlando. 6 p,m
Memphis at Indiana. 6 p.m
Atlanta at Cleveland, 6 p m
Charlotte at Toronto. 6 p.m.
New vork at New Jersey. 6:30 p.m
Miami at New Oneans. 7 p m
Utah at Minnesota 7 p m
Boston at Phoenix, 8 p m.
L A Clippers at Portland, 9 p m
Philadelphia al Sacramento 9 p m
Thursday's Games
CtoCagO at Detroit 2 p
Warn: at San Antonio. 6 p.m
Dallas at Houston 6 p m
Utah at Oklahorna City 7 p m
Philadelphia at L A Clippers. 8 30 p m

lasaa's Saab la bid
LUBBOCK Texas(AP)— The
lawyer for Mike Leach says die suspended Texas Tedi mach did oathing wrong in how he treated a player
with a "mild'concussion,and Leach
wants a mon's help to alloy., him to
mach the Alamo Bowl on Jan. 2.
The motion for a temporary
trs-training order was filed Tuesday

in Lubbcx:k_ An in-<hambeis heating:
was set for Wedrasday morning in
die 99th District Court.
University officials suspended
Leach on Monday while the school,
investigates a complaint fium receiver Adam James and his family'
James is the son offonner NFL play;
er Craig James. now a televisiixt
sports analyst for ESPN.
•

•M HS
with crippling back-to-back
threes by Diehl and Cullen
Roberts to end the third quarter.
The Lakers cut the lead to
nine again in the fourth quarter
during a stretch in which
Sequoyah's Brandon Alexander
was whistled for a technical,
but Diehl answered with a three
again.
The balanced Chiefs put five
players in double figures with
senior guard James Clark leading the way with 14 points.
In addition to Simmons' 23,
Josh Humphreys and Justin Hill
each added nine points for
Calloway.
Michael Arnett scored the
second basket of his high
school career on a layup in the
second quarter. An eighth-grader, Amett didn't start the season
on the varsity roster but was
added several weeks ago to
give the Lakers more height —
he's the tallest player on the
roster.
"He didn't go to Alabama
with us, but we'll have him
more full-time after the new
year," Lane said. "We're trying
to get him ready for next year."
The Lakers had mere hours
to get ready for today's
matchup with Ripley, which fell
to Memphis ECS in Tuesday's
other semifinal.
Sequoyah and ECS square
off in the championship game
today at 4:30 p.m.

From Page 1B
deflection she got that. That's
what she brings to the table,
she's unbelievabley defensively
... she really gets in their shorts
and throws their rhythm off,"
Turner said.
• Murray took a quarter to
adjust to the type of game it was
going to be and ended the first
period up by only one. In the
second quarter they came out
and rode a quick 5 points by
Armstrong to hit the locker
room up seven at halftime. Even
with the lead, the score was still
just 29-22, something that
Turner said threw her team off.
"We're going to have to do a
better job of adjusting our mentality when we're not scoring,"
she said. "We're used to our
shots going in and sometimes
we have to understand that's not
always the case."
The team adjusted, and
brought a full court press out in
the third quarter to apply pressure on a Lady Dawgs team that
already had trouble with
turnovers. A few quick strikes
later and Murray was up by 10
points, a differential they mostly
held to for the rest of the game.
Foul trouble temporarily
sidelined Janssen Starks near the
end of the fourth quarter after
she was called twice in a row by
the referees. The Lady Dawgs
brought pressure and cut the
Resdiand
Murray

Seguoyah
16 12 18 17 -- 63
Calloway Co 5 13 13 20 — 51
Seguoyah (9-2) — Clark 14. Diehl 13,
Tate 11. Sandy 10 Roberts 10,
Alexander 5
FG: 22-55 3-pt: 6-20 FT: 13-24.
Rebounds: 33 Turnovers: 14
Conaway Co. (441) — SwilmOnS 23. Hill
Humphreys 9 Thompson 4
9
Schwettrnan 2 Arnett 2 Maness 2
2-pt.: 19-49 3-pt: 2-6 FT, 11-17
Rebounds: 36 Turnovers: 25

4 10
27 17

4 5 — 23
10 21 — 75

Reldland (0-12) — Hayden 13.
Lindsey4 Howard 3 Worsen 2 Powers
FG. P-53 3-pt: 5-21
FT 2-5
Rebounds' 30 Turnovers: 20
Murray (10-0) — House 17 Sh
Crouch16, Starks 15 Armstrong 13 Sa
Crouch 6 Benson 6 Winchestei
Dawson 1
2-pt.: 30-60 3-pt: 6-17 FT.
16
Rebounds: 51 TUMOvilfil: 16

lead down to six but couldn'
come any closer.
Tumer said she and the team
took a lot from the game,includ:
ing how to handle low-scoring
situations.
Clinton County has a connec-;
tion to Murray as being the pro-,
.
ducers of twin Murray State
University basketball players
Amber and Paige Guffey. Botti
Guffeys were in attendance
Tuesday night to watch their
alma meter play in the tourn4ment.
Next up for the Lady Tigeri
in their home tournament is
Clarksville Northeast. The Lady
Eagles are one of the teams
Turner said she is glad to have ill
the toumament because of tht
strong competition they bring. :
"We're looking forward to
but it is going to be a totally different game than the first two.
They're very quick, very athletic and we're going to have to dp
a better job of controlling the
basketball, rebounding a lot beeter and it wouldn't hurt if some
of those shots went in tomorrow
night," she said.
Tipoff is scheduled for 7:30
p.m. tonight but so far the tournament schedule has been run:ning slightly ahead of schedule.
Final games will be played on
Thursday, December 31 beginning at 10 a.m.

Clinton Co
Murrav

13 9 13 14 — 49
14 15 13 15 — 57 •

Clinton Co. (6-8) — Thurman 23;
Flowers 14. Morgan 7 Boils 5
FG: 18-45 3-pl: 7-13 FT: 6-7
Rebounds: 35 TurnOverf: 20
Murray (10-0) — Armstrong 23 House
12 Sh Crouch 9 Benson 5 Starks
Winchester 3
2-pt.. 19-46 3-pt: 5-18 FT: 14-17
Rebounds: 23 Turnovers: 8
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WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W L Pct GO
Dallas
22 9 710
—
San Antonio
lilt 11 621
3
Houston
19 13594 31 ,2
Memphis
14 18467 7 1/2
New Orleans
13 16 448
II
Northwest Division
W
L Pet 011
Denver
20 12 625
—
Porttand
20 13 606 1,2
Utan
17 13 567
2
Oklahoma City
17 14 548 2 1.2 .,
Minnesota
7 25219
13 ,
Pacific Division
L Pet GI3
L '_akers
25 6 806
—
Phoenix
20 12 625 5 1)2 .„
Sacramento
14 16 46710 1/2 •
L A Clippers
13 17 43311 1/2
Goiden State
9 22 290
16

Atlantic DirialOn
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_Henn s ar
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Kentucky's John Wall goes up for a shot during
the second half against
Hartford in Lexington Tuesday night. Wall handed out 16
assists to go along
with nine points in the 104-61 Kentucky win.
around for Kentucky, which matched the 14- think a lot of
teams would have lost to
0 start by the 1977-78 team by burying the Kentucky tonight,"
Hartford coach Dan
overmatched Hawks early.
Leibovitz said. "Kentucky is one of the best
Darnell Dodson scored a season-high 19 teams I've seen in
all my years of coaching
points for Kentucky while DeMarcus in terms of talent."
Cousins posted his third straight doubleThe Wildcats cruised even without guard
double with 19 points and 12 rebounds as Eric Bledsoe, who
is nursing an injured left
the Wildcats took advantage of Wall's gen- ankle. He is expected
to be available on
erosity.
Saturday when Kentucky plays archrival
."It was easy basketball all night," Louisville.
Cousins said."I knew (the assist record) was
The Wildcats hardly needed him against
going to happen. It was just a matter of time. the Hawks.
I'm happy for John and know the team is
Kentucky scored the giune's first eight
happy for him."
points and needed less than 4 minutes to
Joe Zeglinski led Hartford with 19 points build a double-digit lead.
and Milton Burton added 18, but the Hawks
Hartford managed to hang around briefly
simply couldn't keep up with Wall while before Kentucky hit the
gas pedal with a
playing their first game in 18 days.
dizzying 18-2 run that featured plenty of
"I thought we got their 'A' game and I highlight-ready plays.

Mum

We Offer You. Frog Estensfes. Ronsnincsis
sod LocetIon
of Garages in yoJr Aree and *Mtge Wirrenty
YOUR SAITSFACT;OA! IS OUR GOAL!
•
Quality Woricatanship • Quality
Material
Built By ICAperienced Craftsmen
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No.[P.a./CT-00428
REPUBLIC BANK & TRUST COMPANY,
SUCCES.SOR BY MERGER TO
REPUBLIC SAVINGS BANK,

CHASE HOME FINANCE, LLC,

010

Notice

Hobos

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 09-CI-00306
PLAINTIFF'

BRANCH BANKING & TRUST COMPANY,

PLAIN1 IF

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
PLAINTIF

VS NOTICE OF SALE
,;ARV R WILLIAMS, LOVEANA K WILLIAMS.
RICHARD A CHILDRESS, DONNA CHILDRESS,
MARY ZIMMERMAN, COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY, LEVY SECTION, DIVISION OF COLLECTIO
NS,
DEPARTMENT OF LAW. REVENUE CABINET
DEFENDANTS
BY virtue of a Judgment end Order of Sere entered by the
Callsweay Circuit
Court on November 23 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy
the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $41,143 72, I shall
proceed to offer for
*ale at the C'ourthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway
County. Kentucky,
to the highest bidder. at public auction on Friday, January
15. 2010, at the hour
of 1000 a m , local time, or thereabout, the following descrthed
property located
in Calloway County. Kentucky, wilh its addrese being 86
Tom Taylor Trail,
, Murray, KY 42071. PVA Map 0043-0-007"land being
more partwularly
descnbed as follows

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or
credit beers of thirty/30/
days, but if cold on a credit of thirty 130, days, the purchaser
shall depoeit voth
the Commissioner ten percent 110%lof the purchase price and
execute bond
with good and suffictent surety for the remainder, bearing
Interest at 12% per
•annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
payable within thirty
days. A lien shall be retained on the propertf as additional
security. All delinquent taxes. if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the
Commiseioner. but the
property shall be sold subject to the current year ad valorem
taxes
Thls 16th day of December, 2009
Reepectfully nubmitted.
MAX Ve PARKER
Maeter Commissioner
('alloway Circuit Court
,•1111.

CHRISTY SUZANNE ADAMS.

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
DEFENDANTS

Fly virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit
Court on November 9, 2009. in the above cause, to satisfy
the Judgrnent of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $76.766.19, I shall
proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City. of Murray, Callcrwey
County. Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Fnday. January
8. 2010. at the hour
of 10.00 a.m., local time, or thereabout. the following
descnbed property located
in Calloway County, Kentucky. with its addresa being 9909
State Route 121
North Merrey, KY 49071, end being more ,J011.1l
deecribed 88 follows:
Being a portion of the Northwest Quarter of Section 7, lhwnehip
2. Range 3
East, and more particularly described as follows.
Beginning at a stake on the South edge of the nght-otwas of
Kentucky
Highway No 121, fond beginning point being 194.0 feet
East of the Northwest
corner of the tract of land owned by Lose. Finney by deed
recorded In Deed
Book 104, Page 605, thence In a Southerly direction for a distance
of 180 feet to
a stake. thence in an Easterly direction parallel enth Kentucky
Hlghway 121 for
a disUince of 240 feet to a stake: thence in a northerly direction
for a distance of
180 feet to a stake in the South edge of the nght-of way of said
Kentucky
Highway 121; thence in a Westerly direction with geld nght-of-way
for a dis.
Lance of 240 feet to the point of beginning
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas and other mInerals
underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in pnor
conveyances, and all
rtghts and easements in fav-r of the estate of stud coal, oil, gas
and other miner.
als, if any
Being the same property conveyed to Christy Suzanne Adams
by Deed dated
November 29. 2007, of record in Deed Book 723. Page 453, In
the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property• shall be sold on a cast. or
credit baste of 30 days.
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required
to deposit with
the commiseioner one-third of the purchase price, yeah the balance
to be paid in
two equal tnetallmenta full within thilts 1301 days, with
sufficient eurety bond,
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale
until paid. and fully
due and payable In thirty 130, dayn A lien shall be retained
on the property as
additional recurity All delinquent taxes /Mali be arcertamed
and paid, but
shall be mold subsect to the current year ad valorem taxes.

STEPHEN MERRITT. LUCILLE MERRITT,
AND HALIFAX FINANCIAL GROUP, LP,

DEFENDAN I -

By virtue of a Default Judgment In Rem and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on November 23 2009. an the above cause.
to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $153.487 50. I
shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthcruse door In the City of Murray.('alloway
County. Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday.
January.
le, 2010. at the hour of 10,00 a m.. local time. or thereabout, the following
descnbed property located in Calloway County. Kentucky. and being
more particularly descnhed as follows
A certain lot or parcel of land located in Calloway County. Kentucky.
and more
particularly beunded and described as follows. to-ent
Being designated as Lot 35, Lot 46, Lot 90, and Lot 98. WESTERN
SH()RES.
Phase 1. as shown on the plat of same of record in Plat Book 38, Page
87. Slide
3703. tn the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office in Murray. Kentucky.
to
which plat specIfic reference is hereby made for a more particular description
of
said lot
Subject to covenants and restrictione for Western Shores recorded in
Book 643.
Page 415, in the Calloway County Clerk's Office In Murray. Kentucky.
Being the same property conveyed to Stephen Memtt. and wife. Lucille
Memtt.
by deed from KY Land Partners, LL('. dated June 18, 2006. of record
in Book
658, Page 244. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis
of forty-fire
(45, days, but if sold on a credit of forty-five /451days. the purchaser
shall
deposit with the Commissioner ten percent /10% / of the purchase
pnce and execute bond with good and sufficient surety for the remainder. bearing
interest at
12% per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and
payable within forty-five days. A hen shall be retained on the property aA
additional secunty. All delinquent taxes. if any. shall be awertemed and paid
by the
Commissioner. hut the purchaser shall be required to pay the
2009 ed valorem
taxes, and ad valorem taxes for all subeequent years. and shall take
the property subject to all eaeements and restrictive covenants of record
Th. 16th day of December. 2009
Respectfully submitted.

This 8th day of December, 2009
Respectfully. submittc.d.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commismorter
Calloway/ Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COTIRT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00411
CMFINANCIAL SERVICES,INC ,

VISA '

Loom

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY C!RCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00433

Being the same property conveyed to Stephen Merntt, and
wlfe. Lucille Merritt.
by deed from ICY Land Partners, LLC, dated June 18, 2006,
of record in Book
65S. Page 244. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court
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MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

PLAINTIFF'

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 094'1-00401

UNKNOWN DEFENDANT. SPOUSE OF JOYCE
1) HASTY. UNKNOWN DEFENDAN1S. WHO ARE THE
HEIRS OR DEVISEES OR LEGATEES OF JOYCE D
HASTY AND THEIR SPOUSES. AND ANY UNKNOWN
PERSON WHO MAY HAVE AN INTEREST IN THE PROPERTY
WHICH IS THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THIS ACTION,
CITIFINANCIAL, INC , COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,
SHERRI GAIL HASTY, UN1CNOWN DEFENDANT.
SPOUSE OF SHERRI GAIL HASTY, RACHEL DEAN DENNIS.
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF RACHEL DEAN
DENNIS, TERRY LYNN HASTY. MARJORIE HASTY,
WILLIAM BRUCE HAS-TY, TRACY HASTY,
DEFENDAN

DEL"TSCHE BANK NATIONAL TRUST COMPANY. as
TRUSTEE FOR FIFL9T FRANKLIN MORTGAGE LOAN
TRUST 2006-FFH3, ASSET-BACKED CERTIFICATES,
SERIES 2005-EFH3,
VS NOTICE OF SALE
TS

Fly virtue of a Judgment and Order of S'ale entered by the ('alloway Circuit
Court on November 9. 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment
of the
Plaintiff tn the approximate amount of $42,273 47. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder. at public auction on Friday, january 15 2010. at the hour
of 10.00 a m . local tome. or thereabout. the following des.enbed property located
in C'alloway County, Kentucky, with tte address being 8334 State Route 121
North, Murray, ICY 42071, and ben* more particularly deecnbed as follows
The followtng described tract or parcel of land, Kong and being in Calloway
County, Kentucky. to-wil Legal descrtption of a tract of land situated in the
community of Coldwater, County of Calloway, State of Kentucky, being a part of
the Southeast Quarter of Section 8. firennhip 2. Range 3 East. and being Lot
NI1 I Of an unrecorded Mlnor Subdivison Plat of the Nancy Paschall
pniperty
and belng further dewnbed as follows Beginning at a 1"2 Inch Maniere,' rebar
set in the North line of Kentucky Highway 121. located 169 feet east of the cen•
terline of Kentucky Highway 1836, the Southwest rerner of Lot No 1 of said
Minor pint' thence. severIng the lands of Nancy Paschall. North 12 degrees. 45
remutes 46 seconds East 140 87 feet to a 1/2 inch diameter rebar set tn an exist
mg electric fence. thence. with the North line of Lot No 1. the following beartree, and distances South 73 deg.(k6 minutes 13 reconda Eant 32 09 feet to • 11
inch diameter rebar set, South 77 deg 11 minute* 58 seconds East 25 38 feet to
'a 1•^2 inch diameter rebar set. South 79 deg 56 minutes 16 seconds East 26 13
feet to a 1./2 Inch diameter rebar set. South 81 degrees 20 minutes 26 seconds
East 25.35 feet to a tr2 inch dtameter rebel net. the Northeast corner of Lot No
, 1 and the Northwest corner of the James Toney property , Deed Book 155. Card
1319 t. thence. with lhney's West Itne and the East Line of Lot No 1, South 06
degrees 45 minutes 07 second. West 136 54 feet to a 1'2 inch diameter rebar set
in the North line of Kentucky Flighway 121, thence, 30 feet fmm and parallel te
the centerline of Kentucky Highway 121, North 80 degrees 00 mmutes 08 sec;Sinds Weill 125 58 feet to the rennt of begInning Thie tract contains 0 369 acre,
Bente the same property conveyed te Joyce r) Hasty, bv deed from Nacy
Paschall. dated Sept 25. 1996, of record in Book 238. Page .636. m the office ..1
the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property ehall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
30, days. but if sold on a credit of thirty k 30 days, the purchaser shall deposit
e ttil the Commissloner ten percent ItOrtiof the purchase pnce and execure
tond with good and euffictent surety for the remeinder, bennng Interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable within
thirty daye A lien shall be nilamed on the property es additional secuntc All
delinquent taxes. if any. shall he ascertained and patd by the Commuseioner hot
he property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes
Fhis 16th day of December, 2009
Respectfully. subnutted,

PLAINTIFF

CHRISTOPHER OHNEMUS. MARCIA E OHNEMUS,
MORTGA.GE ELECTRIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC ,

ET AL .
DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit
Court on November 9 2009, In the above cause. to satisfy
the Judgment dills'
Plaintiff in the approxlmate amount of $93,152 38, I shall
proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway
County. Kentucky.
to the highest btdder. at public auction on Friday, January
8, 2010, at the hour
of 10-00 a.m.. local time, or thereabout. ilte following
deecribed property located
In Calloway County. Kentucky, with ile address being
3(X) North 8th Street.
Murray. KY 42071. and being more particularly. desertbed
as follows
The remaining 15 feet of Lot No 35, all of Lots No 36,
and 37 and the North 7
1/2 feet of lot No. 38. each and all in Block C of the
Murraydale Heights
Addition to the City of Murray aA shown by plat recorded
In the office of the
Clerk of Calloway County in Deed Book 80,
Page 603
LESS AND EXCEPT Beginninst at an iron rod in
the East side of North Eighth
Street , said point beitig the North...et corner of the
lot owned by Jae Pat and
Eupie Ward and the Southwest corner of the lot
owned by/ Myra Mundavt.
thence In an Eanterly directurn 246 feet with a line
seperating the Vs'ard and
Munday pnsperty to an iron wake tsaid Iron stake
het ng In the Northeaer comer
of the 1A'ard property and the Southreet corner
of the Mundt. property,. thence
in a weeterly direction to a point on the East aide
of North Eighth Street 5 feet
North of the beginning point. thence South with the Eaat
/ode of North F:Ighth
Street 5 feet to the p.m of beginntng The land
herein conveyed is in the
shame of a tnangle
It is stipulated and agreed that this land is conveyed
+nth the understandIng
that any residence erected on the land herein conveyed
shall not cret less than
$4.000 00
Being the seme property. conveyed to Chrtstepher
Ohnemus and wife. Maas E
Ohnemus, bs. deed from Mark Shearer, et ux , dated
June 10, 2005, of record in
Book 598. Page 518. in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property ehall be sold on a cash or
credit basis of thIrty
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty 130, days, the
purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent 110%. of the purchase
pnce and execute bond
with good and sufficient surety for the remainder.
'rearing intereet at 12% per
annum from the date of 18/IP until paid, and fully
due and payable wohtn thirty
days. A lien shall he retained on the property ar.
additional security All delin
quent taxes, if any, shall be ancertained end paid
by the Commissioner. but tht•
property shall be sold 'object to the current 8d valorem
taxes
This FIth day of December, 2009
Respectfully rtubmitted.
NIAX W PARICER
Master Commissioner
calloway Ctrcuit Court

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insiertlon of
their ad for any error
Murray Lodgeor &
Times will be responsible for only ono
incorrect insertion
Any error should b•
reported Immedietiely so corrections can
be mede.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

%f aster

Commissioner

SUBSUME TODAY!

SALES position
No expenence necessary Will train right
person. Salary « commission
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-A
Murray, KY 42071

DISCLAIMER When accessing the
Kelp wanted" recnon
on our classiftedv
webpage at
murray ledger coat
you will he redaretted
to jobnetwork corn
By default.
Munoy arid local joh
listings will appear on
this websee
However. as a national
weirute, not all 'hung,
on the ailment.ork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questam, regarding
the Murray arca
job listing, Thank you

*

•
I *

*

INOLLT•DAY
* SOLUTION!
I

.
*
*

a
a
a
a
a

Give a gift subscription to the
.

MISR AY

LEDGER&TIMES*.

Home Delivery
Local Stall
3 am --$30.00
6 ma .----S5510 3 too. -.-..--$35A1
I yr.--SIOS.00 6 mo.--$6300
1 yr.
.....-S110.00
Rest or KY/TN
& Becieren

1
1
1

411 Other Mail
Subscriptions
$70 c0 3 nso..-.......
-.S90.00 6 use.....S%.00
1 yr..
S145.00

3 ma
6 mo
I yr.......

I Check

Money Order

Vista

MX

I
,Attnie
I St

FOUND BROWN
PUPPY WITH RED
COLLAR IN NEW
CONCORD AREA
436-2291

MAX W PARKER

Calloway Circuit Court

ANGELS Community
Clinic, Pad-time
Clinical Director need ,
ed 24 hrs per week.
Mon evening, Tuesday
and Thursday. Nursing
degree required.
Related expenenco a
plus. Mail resume to
Angels Clinic
1005 Poplar St.
Murray. KY 42071 or
bnng by Mon,-Thurs.
8:30aM-4pm by
1/4/2010.

GET THIS'XI
AD FOR ONLY
675.00 PER
MONTH
GALL 753-1916

$30.00 3 months- carrier Of_iive_g 753-1916

Address

City
I

State

s

Daytime Ph

_

_

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
)r call 1270) 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS

1B • Wednesday. December 30. 204,4

Welled

I

NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS

FOR ALL POSITIONS

1 et us combine over forty years of proven restaurant
success wtth your expenence to a make a new
addition to our restaurant family

General Managers and Assistant Managers
Starting Salary
depends on expertence
Paid Vacation
Must Pass Background Check.,
Bonuses

Shift Leaders, Coshiers & Cooks
Excellent Starting Salary
Promotions Within

Must Pass Background Checks
40IK

APPIY:
At KFC restaurant.
Or
Send resume to:
Attn: Philip Marshall
X07 25th Ave E Tuscaloosa, AL "35404
marshall@jmflcfc.com

:
_4111111116Ps.
STRATTON

T HE FoCONCiR solk,

t

IBR!GGS

STF!ATTON seeldriy pert-time employees to work On
the afternoon shift (4:00 p.m. - 12:30 a.m.), Positions are available
on the seasonal production line and part-time schedules will be

available for 16-hour work weeks, Tuesday/Thursday. and 24.hour
work weeks, Monday /Wednesday /Fhday. Also available is the 30hour shift (4:00 p.m. -10'30 p.m.), Monday through Fnday Benefits
include paid holidays, productivity rewards and employee appreciation events. A drug screen and background check is required and
provided by the cornpany Applications will be available online
1/4/10 through 1/8/10 at envivemiggsandstration corn. Applications
will remain active for 90 days. Please be sure to compiete the
online application by providing previous employment history
evious factory experience preferrede Come and loin a company
with an established reputation ot excellence
BRIGGS & STRATTON is an equal opportunity employer.

L
CUSTOSIER SERVICE AND
ADMINISTRATIVE OPPORTUNMES
Consistent with its ongoing growth, PTL
seeking enthusiastic. career minded indrviduals
to fill positions in several areas within the
Murray corporate headquarters in entry to intermeeiate level. full-time positions, Past exposure to the transportation industry is a plus.
but, not required Applicants with computer
(Word & Excel) and telephone skills and exec,nence in customer service, andior marketing
are preferred. Most posrtions require attention
to detail and ability to Mr0fIc. with management
and
decision makers. Sucessful empoyees typically
demonstrate a strong work ethic complemented
by supenor organizational. written and lirlarbal
communication, and analytical skills. We offer a
competitive compensation and benefits
package
Submit resume to:
Human RESOUrcos
Paschall Truck Linos, inc.
P.O. Box 1689
Murray, KY 42071

J

IN -MURRAY. LARGO
,
lighted china cabin.
$500 Cost S1.500 2
years old. One antique
bedroom suite, S300
Call 227-8558

Ins Equipment
1998
JD
9510
ContourMaster RWA,
JD 925 Contour platform. J&M 25' header
trailer Package deal
$80,000
731-336-1182

293-2487 Firewood

L_
1 OR 2br apts. nes
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109
1BR, price reduced,
various locations
Coleman RE
753-9898

Artie:tee
FOf Saki
RECEPTIONIST need
ed for local firm.
Position available for a
full-time receptionist
position through April
15th. Minor bookkeeping erperience is preferred but not requireo.
Mad resumes to P.0
Box 348, Murray, KY
42071

LARGE, fresh, couritry
eggs $1 50 dozen
753-8965 leave rnessage
REMODELING For
sale Professional 8'
State pool table, excel
lent conditioe
$500 00. Includes
accessones 82,500new Lazy boy recliner
couch. new in 09.
$300 (270)436-2991

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
nepairs/Upgrades
759.355e

LARGE,
SELE4C.TION
tiVED APPLIANuES
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
WANT TO BUY:
USED GUITARS,
AMPS & PEDALS
(270)339-4092

Want) tasuNs

(210) 153-1713

5 SOW tan sections
sofa, GE washer and
dryer. 2 blue recliners
7C7-0893

2BR duplex, C/HIA,
various locations.
Coleman RE.
753-9898
2BR duplex, w/appliances & carport, no
pets Call 227-7414
2BR near MSU, appliances furnished.
C/H/A. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR. 2BA, garbage
water & cable included.
$800 month. 1 year
lease 104 Park St
753-9479
ask
for
Debbie Mac or 7591509 ask for Steve
after 5 00prn
3BR. 2BA duplex in
Cambridge 2, CHA,
appliances. $720/mo
with first and iast
month
rent.
References and lease
required. No pets.
731-446-6972, 731536-5210

2005 Featherlite 24'
Gooseneck horse trail
er (270)293-5381
or(270)435-4098

401 tilAPLE s r
(270)761 76s3

Call (270)293-6222

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
elerere :n Linn Cieave
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
wen great view. W/D.
refrigerator,
stove.
Very
quiet All utilities paid
including
electric
$600/mo plus deposit
270-492-621,

284 Bedroom houses
lease & depose
required 753-4109
2BP brick, appliances
furnished No pets
753-0728, 394-3308
2811. stove & refrigerator, dw, wel hook-up
$550/roo,
yr
lease, 1 month deposit.
No pets. 753-2259,
270-527-8174
EXCEPTIONAL. home
for Rent/Lease, 1318
Welts Blvd. Nice, quiet
street, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths on campus.
Private fenced yard
with Acuzzi.
References required.
Available Jan 1st.
Contact Bonnie At
Comerstone Realty.
(270)761-7355

J I RFNTA
MINI-SlORAGE
72$ S. ITH ST.
err of 121 S. &
Intl/ $25 111%15 $0
t27$1 436-2524
(27IH 293-6914

All sizes to
flt your needs
Located by
F'roggy radio station
7

C9 74 -

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E fawn
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a m. - a p.m. M-F

. KEY:M1N1
WAREHOUSES
1856 si. Rt- 121S
Murrayi.KY 42071
270-76.3.5562
_
Ni
\I I"

\ 111'1 \
If
I

.-9212
(2701 227
270- 703-1021
270 703:106!,
Johtm 0 Bry3n

FORTNEFI Gas Cu
Murray's newest
propane dealer Can
e6 .4427

Feb Semites
ALL NEW Ha,opy Jack
Xylecide Anti-Fungal
shampoo tor dogs &
horses prevents ringworm and baclerial
skin infectioris vethout
steroids) Orscheln
Fenn & Horns Store
(270)759-8150
wvnv.happrackinc.com
COLLIE mix puppies.
ready for Chnstmas.
$35.00. 753-1159
eva-1017

pressure washed
& staineq
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Tnmming,
removal,
stump grinding,
firewood insured
489-2839

II \II ",

Murray Ledger & TItheo Fair
Kousiog Act Notice
All nu' eq..* advermed
is cuhied h, the Feder.' FM'
Housing /
.1
41. ninth makes 1.
illegal t, Aire,* An, prefer
eft,
ao,RoTi.
11.1 hosed on 1.. coicir.
pun yrs handicap, familial status or mimosa orient or warnNon lo make AM %Id, prefer.
axe.. lunirorms dermrittrio.
non
State lours fortml drumminatoon
in the mg. rental of advertesing
ot real eitate Kowa on factors
addition to those protected
under federal lavr
Me will knowing!, accept any
adsisthsing real estate which
n not in V1010100 Of ife
.All
pert.. are fenebv informed
that all dwelling. ad,eftred
ailable on an equal opportune,/ hmis
For further kousiance with Fair
Homing AdYern,ing requireroznn... contact SiAA Course'
Rene %lam 17031601-10

2007 Calumet Way
4BR. 3.5BA, see
online at:
2007caiumetway.com.
762-0106.
3BR, 1.5BA, carport.
S75,000.
270-293-14,
16.
HOUSE,
8-acres.
recently remodeled,
kitchen with new cabinets, counter tops,
appliances, walk-out
basement, bam w/pasture. Dose to town
and only 15min. from
Kentucky
Lake.
Reduced
from
$199.000 to $169,900.
I 270-293-7252 for
additional information.

New 1.4
Bedewing halm hi
illoadidd F.Ms.tes.
S
I M;

SPECIAL!!!
This int.5
cOukl be yours
for 0.NLY S85
per mcwitli
Up to 2f) words.
(270)763-1916

(270)436-2228

‘N ,

11,i
2002 Yamaha Gnzziy,
860 4x4. ultramatic
realtree camo many
extras, excellent condition $4.600 47a-8666

• weekly &
ind
locally ownediisxraiad

.
1759-1151 • 293-27E3

Simmon's Handvmae
& Carpentry Service
Over 25 years Call
Don, Murray area.
519-8570.

293-27114
Hermit-kin
Nlarble

St:Rt 121N:
753-8087

Calloway Garden
EMI Downs
1505 Diuguid Drive
Murray. KY 42071
One and Two
Beth-thorn Aparintents
270-7534551
TD0 1411111-545-1833
Est. 2S.3
Equal opportunity

. HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
VVe Finance
,rtrotorsaies c--

IL&M

•

LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manic uring,
ends(aping &
t eat Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarasole.
753-1816 2:27-0611
0 00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
•Remodeling
•Screened Porches
•Garages
•Water & Termite
Damage
•Decks
e'ome, Mobile Horne
Repair
436-5517
1(270)227-0587
AN Carpentry Const
New homes. Addrtions.
Remodel. Sagging &
Rotten floors. Vinyl
Siding,
Decks,
Roofing, Mobile Horne
Repair.
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Licensed & Insured
YOUR AD
COULD BE
" _HERE Fait
ONLY 975.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

Wei coo mod an the
awl experienced
litea Ky.
413 Do trylor Nit

753-77243

Hill Electric
Since 1986

24 noun sairvica
Res . Com.,& Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All sibs - Mg or small

753-9562

LICENSED Electnc,an
No lobs too small, low
rates (270)293-5381
or (270)435-4098

horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Thursday, Dec. 31, 1009:

tionship to move too quickly.
You are changing, and what
works now might not work later.
If you are attached, you might
juggle the balance between the
two of you, rekindling the bond.
CANCER has the same issues as
you but approaches them differently.

the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;

The Stars Show

4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-soi
1 -Difficult

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Pressure builds as many
people and obligations seem to
pop up out of the blue. You could
be juggling different responsibilities, professionally and personally. You could be overwhelmed by
what is coing on.
TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
***** Keep communication
flowing. Maks, New Year's calls
early on in the day. You could be
overwhelmed by all the people
heading in wIth well wishes and
last-minute invitations.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** It becomes apparent that
you don't enjoy yourself unless
there is a lot of hoopla and
champagne popping. Expenses
of late could be overwhelming.
Try to cut out tile frivolous and
not indulge as muCh.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Others keep knocking on
your door. Listen to what a friend
or loved one shares. Clearly
there is a decisiveness in plans
and desires. Be flexible, and
don't worry so much about the
end results.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Perhaps being a little more

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured Emergency
293-1118
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
me garages, gutters.
eink & tree work.
tion

Ca

Unite • Climate Cant i
IMO Survallience • Electricity

*VI IllikIlmeN

270-703.2016
_

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chucls Van Buren
DRYWALL. repair &
painting. Free estimates. 270-873-9916.

214 N.'Sal St.• Murray
(Acrotg from rnese tilkaryt
(2701 76i-4444

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

Wean Blear
for

This year, you often reflect on
what direction you need to take.
For many of you, a radical
career change might be in order.
For others, it might be taking
better care of yourself. Some
women might re-examine their
commitments to their relationships. Whatever the situation.
you create the pathway to
change. If you are single, you
could meet someone very exciting. Just don't allow this rela-

270-978-5655
270-759-9295
Deer Accident, etc
Call Boggess Body
Shop
Where your insurance
agents go Since 1970

.

S11,413RAGE
I

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their
own
risk
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believeet to
be reputable, The
Ledger &
Murray
Times, nor any of its
employees accept ary
responsibility whatsoever tor their activities

'feat

LersModi Sappier

4-PLEX 281 Native
Circle, Benton $1,760
gross monthly rent
Must sell $180,000
nbo 978-1644

ere Do insurance wen.
ies & easiiseare scsseed

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

• Repairs • Decks

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

HAYmixed grass
$3.00/baie 7531267

Aver dasegisi rioo-5
Mess 1 Roof AIME
Iisinottang i Flurrere

• Painting • Fix-it s

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•inside climate controi
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We see boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9800

SMALL 29R, 1 mile
from city limrts. Deposit
& Lease. No pets.
$395
753-6156

A&F Vvarehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

David's Home
Improvement

BRUSH &
HAMMER

LARGE 3BR apt,
newts, remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A, W&D
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished. no
pets 759-4696
293-4600

r,

[

4BR, C/H/A, all epos
ances Coieman FIE
753-9898.

Apartments
Gelt A4-Aett
CHRt-Stealv,
SA1 t St
StRtr
FlifitsfSHING‘,

New i.aoo SQuarti foot horne in great iocanon
all 841 North with easy access to Murray and
Senton 3 boorooms, 2-1/2 berths 2 car garage,
dly water gicuzzi tub, applianoss, paved dnve
Centre' 1-1., A Pnced to see $139.500

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications tor 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on necome
Mobility
impairment
accessime
Phone
492-6721.
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am TOO No
1-800-648-8056 Equal
Housing Opportunity

NOW LEASING
2 3bedroorn Apo
We accept Sector,
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Aots
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Foday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

M..

illiass Clewed
BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONiCS

EXCEPTIONALLY
race. largo 1 bedroom
Mtn a/ appliances
including washer &
dryer. Calt
(2701759-5885 at
(270)293- 7085

KFC
205 N. 12th St
Mum,KY 42071
(270)733-7101

Promotions From Within
Medical if Dental Plans
401 K

HOUSE FOR SALE

Apritarile For Rent

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
or 94W. Large. 28R.
1 5 bath garage. an
appliances 1 small
indoor reit aliowee
$675 rno 293-7404

"Come Join a Winning Team"

Murray Ledger & limes

low-key Man post New Yeart
would feel good. Whether you
need downtime or would prefer
time with a special loved ona
makes no difference. Play this
New Year's quickly.

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Start looking at matters
from both sides. Plans could
easily dissolve into dust beforq
you know it. Don't get uptight..
Know that you are resourceful.Trust that a more interesting
option will appear.
UBRA(Sept 23-Oct. 22)
*** Tensions build, as yod
might have the same plans yeas
after year, and you would like ni
do sometNng more different and
with perhaps deeper meaning.:
Remember. there is room lo flex,
whether you see it or not.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** If you see an openind
or if plans change, opt for the
unusual choice. You could be
overwhelmed by all the possibilities
in
front
of
you.
Communication could overv,ifielm you. Make calls early on.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** A partner would like to
have your attention exclusively.
For such a greganous sign, this
implied demand could be a problem. Listen to vtiat is offered,
and decide if ‘vhat is requested
is a possibility.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Others demand your
time and attention. Give as much
as you can. but also g ve yourself permission to close down if
need be. Today's eclipse makes
this New Year's unusually special and dynamic.
AOUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You might choose to
spend the next few days in a
very casual. easy manner.
Today, ciear out your to-dos
quickly. Flealize what is hal:Periwig behind the scenes with a
child or loved one.
PISCES(Fob. 19-Nlarch 20)
***** You above all signs
know how to play and party as if
there is no tomorrow. Try to complete anything that seems to be a
must, so that you can relax and
get into the moment. Help someone feel more upbeat.
BORN TODAY
s
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